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PREFACE

Annual Report 1998 of Southwestern Institute of Physics (SWIP), the first formal edi-

tion as a national publication published by the China Atomic Energy Press,is now issued. The

Annual Report was started in 1983. In the Annual Report the main achievements of con-

trolled nuclear fusion research and spin-off development of the year in the Institute are pre-

sented. The publication will certainly be beneficial to the exchange and collaboration at home

and abroad* and it will promote the development of scientific research and civilian production

as well, so it is to be congratulated.

Under the leadership of China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) and supported by

some related government departments, the research work of controlled nuclear fusion at

SWIP was carried to a new stage over the past year. Along with the establishment and opera-

tion of two auxiliary heating systems' (NBI, ICRH), the HL-1M Tokamak is equipped with

main auxiliary heating and current driving systems such as NBI, ECRH, ICRH and LHCD

etc. , which are in common use for the fusion research at present all over the world. In addi-

tion , a variety of advanced fueling systems, i. e. , multi-shot pellet and supersonic molecular

beam injection,the first wall processing technologies of boronization,siliconization and lithiu-

mization as well as more than 20 diagnostic facilities with partial space-time resolution capa-

bility have been established on the device. All the excellent conditions mentioned above have

provided a wide research field, extensive research contents and therefore excellent research

achievements which have drawn comprehensive attention in the fusion research field of the

world since the experiment results were published in some significant publications or pre-

sented at academic activities, that means the fusion research work at SWIP has been closer to

the international level. All these provide a base for our Tokamak Laboratory CNNC to apply

for becoming a national laboratory. Meanwhile,approved by the state authority,the construc-

tion of a larger Tokamak with divertors, the HL-2A, and its complementary systems are be-

ing carried out.

In respect of spin-off in the Institute, the structure of products is further readjusted in

1998, focused on those of key projects, which are within prospect of market and can be

brought to production in industrial scale. Big progress has been made on several technical de-

velopment items supported by CNNC, such as the treatment of liquid waste from paper mill

by means of plasma, the development of magnet resonance imager (MRD and heat insulation

film, and the establishment of a production line for titanium ion coating. For the liquid waste

treatment, a medium experimental system has been set up and development for key parts of

plasma gun is being carried on. For MRI, substantial progress has been made; the manufac-

ture, assembly and adjustment of a prototype have been finished and met the design stan-
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dard. The model one in market will be completed in 1999. The key technique problem of heat

insulation films has been basically solved and the quality requirement has been met. The pro-

duction line for titanium ion coating is to be built on schedule. For the multimedia LED large

sized and colored screen displayer,as one of key products at SWIP,benefit both in economical

and social field has been obtained.

In 1998» 78 papers have been published in a variety of formal publication both domesti-

cally and abroad, 69 papers exchanged at various conferences , and more than 20 items of re-

search result have won ministry level prizes for the progress in science and technology.

It is of great significance to run well the publication of Annual Report of SWIP. We sin-

cerely hope that all the leaders, scientists as well as staffs at the SWIP would pay attention

to» support and have a hand in it, and make it better and better.

Professor

Director, SWIP

Chief editor, Annual Report of SWIP

PAN Chuanhong

June 1999
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1 Tokamak Experimental Diagnoses
and Tokamak Engineering

1. 1 Plasma Behavior with Molecular Beam
Injection in the HL-1M Tokamak®®

YAO Lianghua TANG Nianyt CUI Zhengying XU Deming DENG Zhongchao

DINGXuantong LUO Junlin DONG Jiafu GUO Gancheng YANG Shikun

CUI Chenghe XIAO Zhenggui LIU Dequan CHEN Xiaoping YAN Longwen

YAN Donghai WANG Enyao DENG Xiwen

Key words Molecular beam injection Density

profile peaking Energy confine-

ment time

A new method of gas fueling has been

introduced in the HL-1M Tokamak. The

method consists of a pulsed high speed

molecular beam formed by a Laval-type noz-

zle. The velocity of well collimated hydro-

gen beam is about 500 m • s"1. About 6X

1019 molecules pass through the nozzle and

into the vacuum chamber in each pulse. A

series of helium pulses was injected into the

HL-1M low density (X = 4X 101'8 m~3) hy-

drogen plasma. With penetration depth up

to 12 cm,the ramp-up rate of electron densi-

ty dne/d* was as high as 3. lX102 0m"3 • s~l

at steady state and the resulting plasma

density reached n e =5. 6X1019 m~3. The pro-

file peaking factor of electron density,Qn =

«e (0)/<«e> » of about 100 ras after helium

molecular beam injection (MBI) reached a

maximum value of more than 1. 51. The en-

ergy confinement time rE measured by clia-

magnetism is 26 ms which is over 30 %

longer than that of gas puffing (GP) results

under the same operation conditions. The

improvement of rE and increase of Qn for

MBI were comparable to those of small pel-

let injection (PI) in HL-lM,as well as those

of slow PI in ASDEX [Kaufmann M et al.

Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988)827]. It is argued

that the peaked density profile induced by

© Supported by the Nuclear Industry Science Foundation of China (94C03033) and the National Nature
Science Foundation of China(19775011)

® Entire article was published in Nuclear Fusion,Vol. 38,No. 4(1998) 631
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the deepened particle injection is a factor es-

sential for the confinement improvement a-

part from the isotope effect of helium parti-

cles , because the density peaking factor Qn is

normally less than 1. 4 for GP plasma in

HL-1M. The particle confinement time with

MBI increased sixfold in comparison with

that before injection.

1 Supersonic molecular beam
The molecular beam source is a small

chamber in which the working gas can be

kept at a definite pressure and temperature.

Stream of particles from a Laval-type nozzle

can pass through a skimmer orifice permit-

ting the passage to the vacuum chamber on-

ly those molecules which form the core of

the beam. This core consists of atoms or

molecules flying with adequate velocities in

adequate directions while the rest of the

beam is deflected and pumped off by high

speed pumps.

Pulsed molecular beams have high in-

stantaneous intensity, high speed, small

spread of velocity and small angular distri-

bution, and low gas consumption. Gas pulses

of tens to hundreds of milliseconds are com-

monly used in this work to control the edge

recycling and to satisfy the general require-

ments of HL-1M gas fueling.

The quantity of gas passing through

the nozzle is calculated from the equation

(1)

(particles/s)

Q

where Y = — is the heat capacity ratio ( / =

2

— for a monoatomic and 7 = 1 . 4 for a di-
o

atomic gas) , R is the molar gas constant,

8314 J/kmol • K , T 0 is the temperature in

Kelvin in gas source,// is molecule (atom)

mass in kg, n0 is the gas particle number

(number of atoms) per cubic meter in the

gas source,A is the cross-section at critical

diameter of the nozzle.

2 Penetration depth of MBI and

density Peaking
The penetration depth of MBI into the

plasma depends mainly on the electron den-

sity and temperature of the target plasma.

Beam quality parameters include beam ve-

locity and angular distribution, especially

the flux density of the beam stream. Tn or-

der to distinguish the injected particles from

the particles of target plasma and to reduce

particles entrapped in the graphite limiters

and protective barriers, a helium molecular

beam was injected into the HL-1M Toka-

mak with low density («e = 4 X 1O1S m~3)

target hydrogen plasma. The helium particle

penetration of up to 12 cm was observed

with a PIN diode (He I 587. 6 nm) detector

array and treated by Abel transformation.

A single- and six-channel HCN laser

interferometers were used to measure, re-

spectively, the line-averaged electron densi-

ty and density profile of the HL-1M plas-

ma. The peaked-density profiles were the

result of MBI fueling and recycling control

at the edge plasma. Hydrogen recycling was

decreased by degassing procedures employ-



ing siliconization and pure helium glow dis-

charge cleaning that removed hydrogen en-

trapped- in the graphite limiters. The line-

averaged electron density of the target plas-

ma prior to the MBI was found to be corre-

lated with both the enhancement of the en-

ergy confinement time and the ratio of ne

(0)/<«<•> during injection. When the target

density was increased during injection, the

density profile broadened and the energy

confinement time decreased. Sometimes

plasma current disruption may occur due to

the strong injection resulting in channel

pinching with the subsequent MHD instabil-

ity. In order to reduce the injected gas reab-

sorption in the first wall,helium was select-

ed as the working gas for pulsed molecular

beam. Normally, helium MBI fueling was

carried out at low target density of hydro-

gen plasma. For example,in shot 4116»«c =

4X1018m~3 , the ramp-up of line-averaged

electron density d ne/dt is as high as 3. 1 X

102Om~3 • s"1 during injection, and the re-

sulting plasma density after 100 ms injection

reaches «. = 5. 6X1019m-3.

Density profile peaking is one of the

most important features of the present fuel-

ing method. The He beam pulses start from

£=150 ms to 250 ms in which the peaking

factor of density profile Qn = ne (0)/<n e >

reaches 1. 51.

3 Confinement improvement with

MBI
In the experiment on HL-lM,for GP

fueling hydrogen plasma, the energy con-

finement time TE as measured by diamag-

netism increases linearly with the density

below ne = 2 X1019 m~3. When the density is

further increased, rE increases slowly with

the density. When the working gas is a mix-

ture of H2 and He, the critical density in-

creases to 2. 5 X 1019 m~3,beyond which rE

increases continuously but further enhance-

ment is rather slow. In the experiment of

MBI fueling with helium into hydrogen

plasma,xE increases with increasing plasma

density till ne = 6 X 1019m~3. This result is

over 30% Larger than that of previous GP

results in the density range of (3. 5 ~ 6) X

10!9m~3,The plasma behavior with He MBT

into hydrogen plasma is in shot (4116). The

energy confinement time rE of the HL-1M

small pellet injection plasma enhances by

about 30% in comparison with that of GP

plasma in the density range of (1 — 3)X1019

m~3. The ranges of the discharge parame-

ters for the TE study are- Bx = 1. 9 ~ 2 . 3 T ,

995 = 5~7,7P = 100~120 kA.

It is interesting to compare the present

. results with the slow pellet ( velocity 200

m • s"1) injection in ASDEX. With ohmical-

ly heated deuterium plasma of starting den-

sity ne = l. 3X1019m~3> penteration depth of

up to 7 cm was observed. The relative densi-

ty profile peaks afterwards,reaching a value

of «e(0)/rte about 10% higher than before.

During this nonstationary phase of injection

the energy confinement time rE rose,contin-

uously starting from 60 ms to a value of

around 100 ms and was clearly above the

standard GP values in the linear part of the



Fueling method

MBI

Slow pellets

Table 1

Working gas

He+H2

Comparison of

Mean velocity

/m • s"1

350

200

the effects of two

Target density

/l019nTs

1.0

1.3

fueling methods

r«.co)i
A[ <*«> J

>iox

ATE

>30%

Mode

Stationary

Transient

© It is the value of n

@ Non-stationary phase

r£(n e) curve. Except for particle velocities,

the experimental results of the MBI fueling

in this paper are quite similar to those of the

slow pellet fueling in ASDEX. A comparison

of the effects for the two fueling methods is

listed on Table 1.

The particle confinement time rp is ob-

tained by measuring the outgoing particle

flux with edge Langmuir probes. The en-

hancement of rp with MBI is pronounced.

For instance,the ratio of rp before and after

MBI fueling is 1 s 6 in shot 4116. The corre-

sponding value for strong GP fueling is 1 '• 3

(shot 4160) under similar conditions of dis-

charge.

5 Conclusion and discussion

We report an effect of the new fueling

method of high speed molecular beam injec-

tion on Tokamak confinement improve-

ment. The present method is an improve-

ment of conventional GP,with performance

comparable to the small pellet injection in

HL-1M and also to the slow pellet in AS-

DEX.

It has been noticed for a long time that

central fueling,such as pellet injection and

high energy neutral beam injection,can im-

4

prove the confinement of Tokamak plasmas

relative to ordinary gas puffing. This im-

provement is usually attributed to the densi-

ty peaking which tends to stabilize the so-

called f}\ mode. As mentioned above,a simi-

lar confinement improvement is observed

both in our "very low energy neutral beam

injection" (MBI) experiments and in the

slow pellet injection experiments in AS-

DEX. As contrasted with central fueling,

these experiments are characterized by a

hollow fueling with the position of maxi-

mum deposition near the plasma edge. The

fact that a shallower fueling can lead to a

similar confinement improvement as a deep

one suggests that there may exist a critical

position in a Tokamak plasma such that any

kind of fueling will have a better confine-

ment as long as it can give rise to density

peaking at the critical position. This point of

view could be supported by QU's theoreti-

cal study where ,based mainly upon the elec-

tron temperature profile consistency.a criti-

cal position pc = r/a^0. 7 is argued to exist

and it is shown that the global confinement

property,at least for the electron,is basical-

ly determined by the local anomalous ther-

mal conduction at this critical point.
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1. 2 Improvement of Plasma Performance with

Wall Conditioning in the HL-1M Tokamak®

PENGLilin WANG Enyao ZHANG Nianman YAN Donghai WANG Mingxu

WANGZhiwen DENG Baiqun LI Kehua LUO Junlin LIU Li

Key words Plasma performance Plasma-facing

materials Wall conditioning

Studies and selection of plasma-facing

materials continue to be a concern for future

fusion devices*and ongoing efforts are being

made in the HL-1M Tokamak. The ad-

vanced methods of wall modification adop

ted by HL-1M are surveyed. Significant im-

provements in Tokamak plasma perfor-

mance have been obtained by using boron,

silicon or lithium-containing substance as a

material for wall coatings. The siliconization

technique is highlighted. The lithiumization

as the newest technique will be investigated

further.

The new type of wall conditioning is

called PCVD, i. e. plasma chemical vapour

deposition that was proposed firstly by

Veprek et al. for regeneration of the first

wall in fusion devices in 1976. In situ coat-

ing of the first wall to modify the wall con-

dition is a simple, economic and efficient

method. The pioneering work in area of wall

conditioning at the TEXTOR Tokamak has

been recognized and developed further now.

Winter gave a detailed description and out-

look in his review paper. This article gives

an overview of experimental methods and

results in HL-1M. The modification of the

wall and improvement of plasma perfor-

mance are summarized as follows.

© Entire article was published in Nuclear Fusion,Vol. 38,No. 8(1998) 1137



Table 1 Effects of three coatings on impurities

Plasma parameter

VJV

PR/a. u.

0 I /a.u.

C I /a. u.

X-ray /a. u.

Metal (Fe,Cr,Ni,Mo)

SS^/C

2.2

9

8

9

45

Wall condition

B/C

1.2

1.5

1.4

3

5

Disappear

Si/C

0 .5

2.3

1.1

1

2

Disappear

Li/C

0 .4

1

1

1

1

Disappear

(l) Stainless Steel

1 Impurity reduction
Impurities cause two main effects relat-

ed to high performance: radiative power loss

and fuel particle dilution. The primary effect

common to three coatings is markedly re-

duce plasma impurity contamination. The

metal wall is well shielded from direct plas-

ma impact by the coatings,so that the plas-

ma is essentially free of high-Z metal impu-

rities. On the other hand, B, Si or Li react

chemically with oxygen in the residual gas

or stored in the metal wall and form non-

volatile stable oxide in deposited layers re-

spectively. The oxygen erodes the graphite

components via formation of CO and CO2.

Furthermore the deposition films efficiently

protect graphite components from chemical

erosion of energetic hydrogen, species ions.

Therefore low-Z impurities decrease too. A

sharp reduction of the total plasma radiative

power, as well as of the line emissions of

light and metallic impurities has been ob-

served. The parameters that characterize

such an impurity reduction are tabulated in

6

Table 1.

The plasma was quite clean • so that

high quality and highly reproducible obmic

discharges could be easily obtained. The de-

crease in loop voltage, a phenomenologtcal

parameter characterizing the plasma con-

tamination, led to a prolongation of the HL-

1M from 1 s to several seconds (for 100

kA). The magnetic flux swing (in V • s)

provided by the iron core transformer was

up to 2. 2 s with boronization and to 3. 4 s

and then 4. 1 s with siliconnization for the

same current. New records for long pulse

duration were achieved again and again (see

Fig.l) .

2 Extension of operation region
Hydrogen retention in the first wall in-

fluences the discharge stability directly.

Two different mechanisms are employed to

explain the processes of hydrogen uptake*

physical absorption and chemical absorp-

tion. A-C/Si « H film, lithium coatings in

particular are inert for hydrogen molecules,



2

I
\ 3

-1.Shot0810,1994,S.S.wall
-2Shot2077,1995,S.S.wall
—3.Shot3508,1996,boronized wall
—4.Shot4380,1997,siliconized wall
—5.Shot4584,1997,siliconized wall

4 5

\ . . . -L _.. . • !

400

300

'200

100

t/s

Fig. 1 Pulse duration reached under differ-

ent wall conditions

but B/C films have a strong physical ab-

sorption capacity. Strong physical absorp-

tion leads to higher hydrogen recycling- The

operation region is limited by the difficulty

of the density control for boronized wall.

However siliconized wall, especially lithiu-

mized wall is very reactive with hydrogen

atoms and ions during Tokamak discharge.

The feature common to siliconized and lithi-

umized wall is low recycling (hydrogen re-

cycling coefficient =«0. 4). Density control is

easily achieved because of a pronounced wall

pumping. The Hugill diagram for HL-1M

indicating the beneficial effect of three wall

conditions is shown in Fig. 2. Siliconization

and lithiumization resulted in a significant

extension of stable operation region. For the

same q*, the Murakami parameter CM =

rieRo/BT was raised by a factor of 1. 5 ~ 2 .

With ordinary ohmic discharges alone the

highest density is 7 X 1019m"3 after lithiu-

mization.

3 Contribution to improved confine-

ment
As mentioned above,wall modifications

not only improved ohmic confinement by

themselves,but also paved the way to a fur-

ther enhanced state of confinement by using

lower hybrid current drive (LHCD). Ac-

ceptable LHW power FLH increased from

100 kW with metal wall and some graphite

components to 500 kW after boronization,

and to 850 kW after siliconization. Better

power coupling was achieved. During LHCD

the following features of enhanced confine-

ment were observed

(a) A driven rise of current and a drop

in loop voltage;

( b ) Increases of plasma density and

peaking of density profile;

(c) Decreases in radiation loss,impuri-

ty influxes and Ha emission in edge region;

(d) Suppression of fluctuations and in-

creases of poloidal rotation velocity and its

0.5

0.4 -

0.3 -

0.2

- Boronization
•••Lithiumization
—Siliconization
• Siliconization with MBI.MPI or LBO

0- 1

Fig. 2 Operational regimes accessible by

modification of plasma-facing materials



ing the density limit. The maximum density

of 8. 5 X 1019m~3 was achieved with super-

sonic helium molecular beam injection after

siliconization. The circles in Fig. 2 represent

the data obtained with supersonic molecular

beam injection (SMBD ,multipellet injection

(MPI) or laser blow-off (LBO) for sili-

conized wall.

shear in the plasma edge;

(e) Complete suppression in sawteeth

of soft X' ray and Mirnov oscillations (m =

1) , suggesting that the current profile was

modified by LHCD.

Siliconization was found to be superior

to boronization»since it created a favourable

target plasma for other experiments of rais-

CN0002823

1. 3 Peaking Behaviors of Electron Density
Profile in the HL-IM Tokamak Discharge

DENG Zhongchao ZHOU Yan FU Huiwen

LIUZhetian DIAO Guangyao WANG Enyao

Key words Density profile Peaking Confine-

ment

At present in the wold a number of dis-

charge conditions in Tokamak have been

"identified which lead to peaking of the nc(r)

profile. The transition can be induced by

pellet fuelling or counter-injection of neu-

tral beam and some physicists have also dis-

covered that the transition caused density

profile peaking can be provoked by a sudden

reduction in gas puffing rate1-1-1. Common

fea/ure of all cases with peaked density pro-

file is that they show an improvement in en-

ergy and particle confinement times with re-

spect to the state in standard ohmic heating

or L-regime discharge. We can say that in

many cases the confinement improvement is

due to the formation of peaked density pro-

file or suppression of transport of ions in

the plasmaC2]. We have previously discussed

the change of density profile and related

confinement improvement with H2 pellet fu-

elling or supersonic molecular beam injec-

tion (MBI) on the HL-IM device plasma[3].

More recently,by means of wall siliconiza-

tion coating followed by helium glow dis-

charge cleaning, the improvement of wall

conditions was achieved. We hope further to

study the effect of low hybrid current drive

LHCD on evolution of density profile and

realize stable operation of high density of

the plasma with MBL

In the meantime with BMI fuelling we

found that the density profile became more

peaked and confinement more improved. We



also found that the density profile became

more peaked with LHCD during HL-1M dis-

charge in line-averaged density of ne^=0. 5X

1013cm~3range,the central density increased

as shown in Fig. 1; and at the same time Ho

radiation and the edge electron density went

down,the density turbulence at outside edge

was suppressed,as a result the confinement

was improved. In the case of density of ne^>

0. 5X1013 cm"3 we can see from Fig. 2 that

the evolution of density profile which ap-

pears as the peaking profile after 100 ms is

related to the value of the density at that

time,here peaking ratio of Q»=:tte(0)/{«<.)

=^1. 5 ~ 1 . 6 with line-averaged density of

0. 7 X 1013 cm"3. The density has increased

by 10%~40% in the course of LHCD and

the density fluctuation was propagated to-

ward the center of the plasma with relax

time near to 12~16 ms. In initial stages of

the LHCD the density profile tends to get

flat, an explanation is that the change of

edge density is faster than that in the center

part of plasma. During higher density ohmic

discharge the ion temperature comes to in-

crease with line-averaged density going up.

but no obvious density profile peaking is

observed. Increasing the plasma density

(b)
1.4

J i - o
2 0.6
c:* 0.2

0
1.8

^ 1.6

^ 1 . 4

1.2
45
43

,8 41
^ - 3 9

37
35
200

LI1W

t
300 400 500

t/ms

600 . 700500

Fig. 1 Characterist ic for profile peaked of electron density during L H C D

(a) VL loop voltagetLHW duration pulse of low hybrid wave»0F13H. H. radiation at center channel i

«« edge density of plasmain. line-averaged densityjV,, ratio of line-integrated density Af« (r0,1*>/N< (r0. s?,,/) t

shot 4820(/c = 96 kA,B, = l . 65 T) ,g . = 5. 6.LHW power 190 kW. (b) n. line-averaged densityjQ, density peaking

factor)W,/2 half width for the section plane of density profile;shot 4918(/P = 105 kA,E, = 2. 28 T ) , 9 . = 7. 0.LHW pow-

er 260 kW.
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results in a slight reduction of the density-

peaking factor. When supersonic molecular

beam with high speed is puffed into plasma

the electron density will increase clearly,its

behavior is similar to pellet injection.

For MBI the density rump-up rate is

2. 9X10n/cm~3 • ms,much slower than the

rate of 1. 07X1013/cm~3 • ms with pellet in-

jection. For present case of plasma operation

the plasma density can run up to 7. 5X 1013

— 8 X 1013cm~3 with H2 molecular beam puff-

= 980

x = 8 4 0

g 700
201

ô 102
1/5 3

194

ri 155
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^ 12
.-= 6
£ 4
o
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lc: o,

2 15f-
^ 1.3

44 |̂
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a l 36

32
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Fig. 2 Discharge characteristics with MBI

puffing

OF13H«——H« radiation fSx soft X-ray radiation

at center channel (VUV vacuum ultraviolet OVI line»

M, edge electron density) M, line-averaged densi-

tysQn density peaking factoriWi^ half width for

section plane of density profile.

ing without any disruption. It is estimated

that the density value has already been close

to density limits of the operating state. Nor-

mally the MBI with continue pulses can

raise density and it is favorable to form pro-

file more peaked with peaking factor about

Qn = l. 45 ~ 1 . 65, and it is better than gas

puffing (GP) at the same operating condi-

tions* as is shown in Fig. 2 while line-aver-

aged density rises to 3. 8X1013cm~3 and the

oxygenic impurities do not increase ,H«, radi-

ation drops down and edge density of the

plasma dropped too. It appears that the con-

finement was improved. As conclusion*

LHCD and MBI can induce the transition of

the density profile to more peaked ones,

which shows an improvement of plasma

confinement. The peaking of density profile

can give rise to narrower profile section of

passage of the plasma, thereby it can

weaken the interaction between plasma and

first wall.
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1. 4 Runaway Electrons as a Diagnostic of
Magnetic Fluctuation

CN0002824

ZHENG Yongzhen QI Changwei DING Xuantong LI Wenzhong

Key words Runaway electron transport

Diffusivity

The transport of runaway electrons in a

hot plasma can be comparatively easily mea-

sured by perturbation experiments which

provide a runaway electron diffusivity Dr.,

The diffusion can be interpreted in terms of

a magnetic fluctuation level*from which an

electron thermal diffusivity can be deduced.

We find the runaway electron diffusion coef-

ficient is determined by intrinsic magnetic

fluctuations rather than by electrostatic

fluctuation,because of the high energies in-

volved. The results presented here demon-

strate the efficacy of using runaway trans-

port techniques for determining intrinsic

magnetic fluctuations.

The observed loss rate of both particles

and energy from hot confined toroidal plas-

mas is much higher than that predicted by

neoclassical transport theory, which depends

upon mean plasma parameters and Coulomb

collisions. Many types of plasma turbulence

have been proposed to provide additional

plasma transport. The fluctuations of plas-

ma parameters about their mean values can

cause transport through electrostatic fluctu-

ations or magnetic fluctuations. The fluctua-

tion driven radial particle flux is given by F

— (Em)/Bt+ O\\ h)/eBt, where £e is the

fluctuating poloidal electric field, n is the

fluctuating electron density, &r is the radial

component of the fluctuating magnetic

field, J|| is the fluctuating current parallel

to the magnetic field,and Bt is the toroidal

magnetic field. <•••) denotes a time average.

The fluctuation driven energy flux is given

by Q = jKbn<Eef)/Bt + jKhT(Ee7i)/Bt,

where K}, is Boltzmann's constant,and T is

the fluctuating temperature. Measurements

of magnetic field fluctuations at the edge of

the plasma in the HL-1M with probes locat-

ed behind the limiter indicate that the mag-

netic fluctuation level is too low to account

for a significant part of the thermal flux. Tn

the plasma interior,measurements1-1-1 of den-

sity fluctuations suggest that electrostatic

fluctuation driven transport can not account

for the observed fluxes, making a measure-

ment of magnetic fluctuations important for

a description of plasma confinement.

The difficulties of extending magnetic

probe measurements into hot plasma have

not allowed a study of the magnetic fluctua-

tion levels in the plasma interior, except in

smaller and cold Tokamak discharges of

short duration. Tn this study, we demon-

strate the use of perturbation techniques to

11



measure the diffusion of runaway electrons

as a probe of internal magnetic fluctuations.

in hot plasma. The number of runaway elec-

trons is small enough that we do not expect

macroscopic changes in plasma confinement

due to the presence of high-energy elec-

trons.

The runaway diffusion coefficient, for

the HL-1M Tokamak has been deduced us-

ing four different methods. In the firstfDt

in the edge is obtained by plasma position

shift experiment. In the second, Dr is de-

duced from sawtooth oscillations of hard X-

ray (HXR) flux, and from the soft X-ray

(SXR) intensity, recorded simultaneously.

In the third, Dr is obtained using a steady

state approach for values of the runaway

confinement time rr deduced from hard X-

ray bremsstrahlung spectra ;data have taken

in a scan with the toroidal magnetic field.

Averaged values over plasma radius ob-

tained for D = 0 . 2 ~ 0 , 7 m2 • s""1, decreas-

ing with Bt are consistent in both cases. In

the last method, DT is estimated from the

time between sautooth oscillations of 8 nm

or 3 cm microwave radiation intensity and

sawtooth oscillations of the hard X-ray sig-

nals recorded simultaneously.

The diffusion can be interpreted in

terms of a magnetic fluctuation level. From

DT a profile of value of the magnetic fluctua-

tion can be estimated. The intrinsic magnet-

ic fluctuations are estimated to be {(bj

conductivity coefficient &> obtained using

other diagnostics in HL-1M, using soft X-

ray signals,allows the ratio DT/Xc to be em-

ployed to determine whether the anomalous-

ly large electron heat fluxes are due to in-

trinsic magnetic or electric field fluctua-

tions. The results presented here demon-

strate the efficacy of using runaway trans-

port techniques for determining intrinsic

magnetic fluctuations.

The profile of value of the magnetic

fluctuation is shown in Fig. 1 .

i<
0 0 . 2 0 . 4 o . 6 O.i 1 1.2

Fig. 1 The profile of value of the magnetic

fluctuation
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1. 5 Numerical Studies of Plasma Rotation

in HL-1M Tokamak0

CN0002825

PENGLilin YANLongwen ZHANG Jinhua HONG Wenyu

Key words Plasma rotation Neoclassical theory

Numerical study

The discovery of the H-mode[1] pro-

vides the efficient way for improving energy

confinement in current Tokamak experi-

ments and for optimizing design of next gen-

eration Tokamak devices. The studies of L-

H transition mechanism were developed

from phenomenology to self-consistency

theory progressively. The L-H-VH mode

transitions are closely associated with plas-

ma rotations. During the L-H mode transi-

tion sudden increases of poloidal rotation

velocity and its gradient*the suppression of

micro turbulence by the increasing velocity

shear have been observed in many experi-

ments. At the spin-up moment of VH mode

the toroidal rotation velocity shear increased

rapidly with the factor of energy confine-

ment enhancement and penetration depth of

the shear reached p=0. 65[2]. In the high /?

H mode discharges, high poloidal rotation

velocity up to 5 X 104 m • s"1 in the ion dia-

magnetic direction appeared in the range of

r/a = 0. 8—1. 0[3], which can not be ex-

plained by the ion-orbit loss theory. These

phenomena indicate that we must study the

dynamics of plasma rotation in order to un-

derstand L-H transition mechanism further.

It prompts the development of plasma rota-

tion theory. In 1974* Hazeltine1-4-1 first pro-

posed the standard neoclassical theory of

plasma rotation. The expressions of ion par-

allel velocity and poloidal velocity.in terms

of the radial gradients of density> tempera-

ture, and electrostatic potential, were deter-

mined from the viewpoint of the drift-kinet-

ic equation. Shaing et al1-5-1 tried to explain

the sudden increase of poloidal rotation ve-

locity at the L-H transition. The mechanism

of the ion-orbit loss in the edge region was

introduced in their bifurcation theory. Kim

et a l M distinguished impurity rotation from

primary ion rotation. The explicit expres-

sions for neoclassical poloidal and toroidal

rotation speeds of primary ion and impurity

species were derived via complex moment

approach of Hirshman and Sigmar^7-1. Valan-

ju et al1-8-1 considered the effects of charge-

exchange drag and primary ion-impurity col-

lisions. A term of neutral particle pressure

gradient was introduced into the ion dia-

magnetic flow by a simple derivation direct-

ly from drift-kinetic equation without using

© Supported by the Nuclear Industry Science Foundation of China (Y43203932601)
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complex moment approach. Hiton et al1-9-1

took the effect of electric field gradient into

account and extended the standard neoclas-

sical theory to include the orbit squeezing.

He also pointed out that any mechanism

that reduced the parallel flow from the stan-

dard neoclassical prediction would con-

tribute to the poloidal flowC8>10].

In order to study and verify the mecha-

nism of Tokamak plasma rotation, three

representative theory models of plasma ro-

tation,Hazeltine's standard neoclassical the-

ory model, Kim's and Hinton's extended

models are chosen for programming our

ROTATE CODE. The new formula of

parabola with two indexes is adopted for fit-

ting and smoothing closely the curves of ex-

periment data. The toroidal and poloidal ro-

tation velocities of main ions and impurity

ions are studied numerically under conven-

tional operation parameter in the HL-1M

Tokamak. The toroidal and poloidal rotation

velocities of main ions are 104 m • s"1 and

103 m • s"1 order of magnitude respectively.

The rotation velocities of impurities are

quite different from those of main ions,es-

pecially in poloidal direction. Parallel elec-

tric field drives toroidal rotation of impuri-

ties near the magnetic axis also with 104 m

• s"1 order of magnitude counter to the di-

rection of the plasma current. Neoclassical

contribution is less than 40%. The effect of

radial electric field gradient is about equal to

30% of ion diamagnetic speed. Computa-

tional results visually predict the radial pro-

14

files of rotation velocities. Fig. 1 shows

toroidal rotation velocities of plasma calcu-

lated from Hazeltine' and Kim' models.

Here plasma rotation is characterized by

that of primary ions. From these curves we

can see that the orders of magnitude are the

same,the radial profiles are similar.plasma

velocities in the core are much larger than

that in the other region,the latter keeps (1

— 3) X104 m • s"1. The signs of cross show

experimental data measured by Mach probe

in the edge region which are basically con-

sistent with calculation results. Fig. 2

shows the comparison between the poloidal

rotation velocities of main ions and impurity

ions calculated from Hazeltine's revisionary

model and Kim's model. The poloidal rota-

tion velocity of impurity ions is larger than

that of main ions by a factor of 3. The fac-

tor is about 6 in the edge region. Kim's re-

sults is more complex. Not only the magni-

tude and shape of profile are not different,

but also the direction can be reversed. Gen-

erally speaking, Kim's results are smaller

than Hazeltine's. The differences are main-

ly caused by using different magnetic coeffi-

cients Cl/B and 5 t /<5 2 ) ) and different neo-

classical coefficients (« , K' and Kt, K2).

Hazeltine's results are consistent with ex-

periment data a little better. The computa-

tional results indicate that neoclassical theo-

ry describes plasma rotation reasonably.

This work provides theory basis for design-

ing accuracy of optical spectrometer, and

emphasise that rotation velocities of impuri-



ties measured by spectrometer could not be as working gas. All above are useful for lay-

as those of main ions exactly. It is better to ing out experiment scheme and analyzing

test and verify by experiments with helium measurement data.

100.0

0.1 0.2 0.3

r/m

Fig. 1 Toroidal rotation velocities of two

models

Hazeltine's model) ••• Kim's model.

- 1 . 0

0.0

Fig. 2 Comparison between poloidal rotation

velocities of main ions and impurity ions

1 v?, 2 v^, 3 «JJ- ,4 w?".
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1. 6 Effects of Supersonic Beam and Pellet
Injection on Edge Electric Field and

Plasma Rotation in HL-IM

HONGWenyu WANG Enyao PAN Yudong

CN0002826

Key words Supersonic beam Pellet injection

Experimental measurements of edge

electric field and plasma rotation have been

carried out on both of SOL and the bound-

ary region of HL-IM for Ohmic, Supersonic

Beam Injection (SBI) and Multi-shot Pellet

Injection (MPI) with a Mach/Langmuir

probe array. The Mach/Langmuir probe ar-

ray consists of five pins,four side pins act-

ing as collecting electrodes of Mach probe to

collect ion saturation currents, one center

pin acting as a standard single probe to mea-

sure floating potential. This Mach probe ar-

ray can measure not only parallel flows but

the flow perpendicular to the magnetic field

as well1-1-1.

The effects of supersonic beam injec-

tion and multi-shot pellet injection on edge

electric field, plasma rotation and fluctua-

tion have been observed,as shown in Fig. 1.

The results show that the change of radial

electric field ET is generated at the edge and

sheared poloidal flow relates to the reduc-

tion in fluctuation level.

The basic relation between the macro-

scopic drift velocity of a particle and a radial

electric field Er is obtained from the radial

component of the equation of motion for a

16

particle. In the Tokamak plasma, the basic

relation between the perpendicular fluid ve-

locity of a particle v\±_ and Et is the radial

force balance1-2-1

O O O O o O Ohmic
• Pellet
A SBI

0 0

28

Fig. 1 The radial profiles of M.v^ and

electric-field Et during Ohmic-heated discharge.

MPI and SBI



iWi ( Et ^- = ^ (1)

where eZi ,m and pi are the ion charge densi-

ty and pressure. In the Equ. (1) ,the perpen-

dicular component of plasma flow velocity

vi± is tangential to the magnetic surfaces

and nearly in the direction of the poloidal

flow velocity vpou if consider the poloidal

projection of the plasma parallel i\ow-—jj-Vi

(JBpoi is the poloidal component of the

toroidal magnetic field, vt is the plasma

toroidal flow velocity) we can rewrite Eq.

(1) as

= ~o~ Irr 5 7 7 C2)

The poloidal flow velocity of the edge

plasma can write as

1 dp; Bpo\_Er
v?°l B Vt (3)

Z-^Bdt ' B

It is clear that the poloidal velocity is deter-

mined by three factors • (1 ) the poloidal

component of the EXB drift? (2) the plas-

ma diamagnetic drift; and (3) the poloidal

projection of the parallel flow.

In the experiment of the MPI and SBI

on the HL-IM Tokamak,the changes of the

radial electric field ET and the ion pressure

gradient dp/dt, which is induced by the

change of the local plasma potential and the

generation of the high-density plasma,

cause the change of the plasma poloidal ro-

tation velocity vpou We can see from Fig. 1,

that during MPI,the peak value of the radi-

al electric field Ez is of the order of —14 kV

• m"1 (at Bt = 2. 0 T ) and corresponding

peak value of the poloidal velocity vpn\ is of

the order of —10 km • s - 1 ,and during SRT,

the peak value of the radial electric field Er

is of the order of — 8 kV • m~x(at B, = 2. 5

T ) and corresponding peak value of the

poloidal velocity vpoi is of the order of —3. 8

km • s"1. It appears that the poloidal veloc-

ity is mainly dominated by the EXB drift.

The increase of the poloidal rotation veloci-

ty decreases the level of the turbulent fluc-

tuations, and the plasma confinement there-

by improves.

In the experiment of the MPI and SBI,

we found that the toroidal flow Mach num-

ber becomes negative, that is the direction

of the local plasma toroidal flow is re-

versed. The mechanism that produces this

phenomenon is in the study and discuss. .
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1. 7 Measurement of Edge Parameters with

ICRF in HL-1M Tokamak
CN0002827

YANLongwen YANG Shikun QIAN Jun WANG Enyao

Key words Langmuir probe Edge plasma ICRF

Pellet injection

One of significant tasks in Tokamak

plasmas is to understand the physics with

high temperature and density. Therefore,

the auxiliary heated experiments with ion

cyclotron radio-frequency (ICRF) and neu-

tral beam injection (NBI) have been devel-

oped in HL-1M Tokamak after lower hybrid

heating (LHH) and electron cyclotron heat-

ing (ECRH) were applied. The fuelling with

pellet injection and molecular beam injection

(MBI) were used to increase plasma densi-

ty. Especially, MBI can obviously increase

the confinement time of particle and ener-

gy[1].

The measurement and control of edge

plasma are very important to investigate the

feature of central plasma. So the main diag-

nostics for edge parameters are electrostatic

Langmuir probes[2] and Much probe to mea-

sure fluid velocity in HL-1M Tokamak,

which provide us main data to study edge

physics. Main parameters in HL-1M are R =

102 cm,a = 26 cm,Bt^2 T,/p«=200 kA,and

so on. A movable probe array with 4 tips is

used to measure edge parameters. It can be

shifted from r = 2 2 cm to outer vacuum re-

gion and is 67. 5 toroidal degree far from I-

18

CRF antenna,radial radius of antenna is lo-

cated in 27 cm. In addition,20 triple probes

along poloidal closeness are 154 toroidal de-

gree far from ICRF antenna and are fixed r

= 26. 5 cm. They are also applied to measure

edge temperature and density at another

toroidal position.

The edge parameters have been ob-

300

24.5 25.5 26.5 27.5 28.5

Fig. 1 Edge parameters via radius with I-

CRF

The solid square is with ICRF and the other is with-

out it.

(a)Space potential via minor radius with ICRF or

without it; (b)Edge density versus radius; (c"> Poloidal

electric field via radius t (d)Edge particle flux versus ra-

dius.



tained by shifting radial positions of

movable probe during the first ICRF experi-

mental campaign in HL-1M Tokamak. A

sudden change for edge density, space po-

tential and poloidal electric field within t =

250—280 ms has been observed with PICRF

= 120~230 kW. A twice rising in space po-

tential near ICRF antenna is shown in Fig. 1

(a) and a similar one appears in tempera-

ture. This rising is not toroidal symmetry

because it is not observed on triple probes.

Fig. Kb) shows that density gradient on the

inside of potential barrier is clearly rising

and one is weakly dropping on the outside of

the barrier,which manifests that a potential

gradient is more significant than itself to

form transport barrier. In Fig. 1 (c) , ICRF

injection makes not only poloidal electric

field within potential barrier increase a few

times but also reverse its direction. Fig. 1

(d) shows that particle flux within potential

barrier increases 3 ~ 4 times and its direc-

tion is also reversed, which is consistent

with poloidal electric field. This result sup-

ports that ICRF injection easily makes im-

purity accumulate into plasma center. It has

been observed that ICRF injection causes

large change of main plasma parameters in

another typical discharge with higher ICRF

power. The impurity radiation after ICRF

injection suddenly increases and then causes

discharge disruption. Therefore, to decrease

the impurity concentration during ICRF ex-

periments is very important to obtain good

heating effect.

It has been observed that edge temper-

ature suddenly decreases and density

abruptly increases during the discharges

with 8 pellet injections. The kind of rapid

changes can keep during 2—10 ms,which is

the same order as the timescale of the pellet

ablation. Moreover, the fly time from emit

gun to the edge plasma needs more than 10

ms. Typically,the velocity of 4 larger pellets

is about 800 m • s"1 and that of 4 smaller

ones is about 500 m • s"1, whose ratio of

particle number is 2. 5 ~ 2. 8. Therefore,

larger pellet has much stronger effect on

plasma than smaller one. The incremental

amplitude of edge density will gradually de-

crease when pellets are injected frequently.

A possible reason is that fuelling efficiency

is lower and lower.

In addition, many obvious phenomena

appear during the discharges with MBT fu-

elling, for example, the edge density rises,

temperature drops, afloat and space poten-

tial decrease, particle confinement may in-

crease from 25 ms to 120 ms before and af-

ter MBIC3]. Some sudden changes appear af-

ter MBI is completely ended, for example,

the edge temperature abruptly rise,the plas-

ma center moves inward which causes in-

ward density increases and outward one de-

creases obviously.

Finally, NBI heated experiment has

made the ion temperature increase from 400

eV to 800 eV,whose influence on edge plas-

ma is not observed. A possible reason is that

the power of NBI is still small. The change

of the edge parameters during ECRH exper-

iments has not observed yet because its in-
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jected power is a little and its time is short

(«»30 ms). The same result appears on the

LHCD over 1 s for injected power being

small as well.

In conclusion, the clear changes of the

edge parameters have been observed during

the first ICRF campaign in HL-1M. For ex-

ample, the space potential is twice rising and

forms barrier in 2.cm,the density gradient

on the inside of the barrier is obviously in-

creasing , poloidal electric field and particle

flux within the barrier increase a few times

and their direction is reversed. The edge

temperature dropping and density rising ap-

pear during the discharges with pellet injec-

tion and MBI. The edge parameters have not

larger change during the discharges with E-

CRH and NBI because the auxiliary heated

power is still small.
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1. 8 Characteristics of Supersonic Molecular
®Beam Fuelling in the HL-IM Tokamak
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Key words Supersonic molecular beam fuelling

Impurity injection Hollow profile

Energy confinement time

1 Confinement improvement and fu-

elling

Highly peaked electron density profiles

has been found to exhibit significantly im-

proved energy confinement relative to more

standard Tokamak operation. A famous

expmple of supershots with peaked-density

profiles initiated and maintained by central-

ly deposited neutral beam injection (NBI)

and reduced edge recycling was found ini-

tially on TFTR. On the contrary, owing to

the low speed and broad distribution of ve-

locity and angle of the neutrals,gas puffing

can hardly penetrate into the plasma con-

finement region. Furthermore, such a con-

ventional gas fuelling increases particle re-

cycling at the edge and might, therefore, be

incompatible with regimes of improved con-

finement.

In the case of frozen pellet injection

(PI),the pellet is surrounded by an ablated

cloud of neutral and cold ionized particles.

The cloud provides a protective layer which

shields the pellet from the incoming electron

heat flux and is one of the essential factors

for carrying out the central fuelling. A com-

parison of previous fuelling methods implies

that there could be an advanced gas fuelling

method. It is an improvement of convention-

al gas puffing and an attempt to enhance the

penetration depth and the fuelling effect,

whereas to reduce both the edge recycling

and the pumping system load. The new fu-

elling method, supersonic molecular beam

injection (MBI), contains some features of

NBI and PL These neutral beams in general

have high energies ranging upwards from

400 keV nucleons. On the contrary, the

molecular (atomic) beam is a very low ener-

gy (less than 0.1 eV) neutral beam,because

there is no accelerating electric field. In the

experiments, the injected well collimated su-

personic molecular beam with high flux den-

sity could also play the role of a protective

® Supported by the Nuclear Industry Science Foundation of China (94C03033) and the National Nature
Science Foundation of China (19775011)
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layer passage and allow the succeeding gas

particles to penetrate. The directive molecu-

lar beam is injected into the plasma and its

particles are ionized*which can induce a po-

larization electric field. The E X B force

drive the ionized particles drifting along the

original injection direction.

The technique for producing supersonic

molecular beams is simpler than that for the

frozen pellets or the high energy neutral

beams and is also cheaper. It may become an

useful gas fuelling method. Our early exper-

iments were carried out in the HL-1 Toka-

mak. The most obvious effect on the plasma

was that, with deuterium plasmas, the

ramp-up rate of electron density reached

2. 4 X 1020 m~3 • s"1 at steady state. This

ramp-up rate was more than double the lim-

it of that with ordinary GP on HL-1. The

particle penetration is about 8 cm with deu-

terium MBI in the HL-1 plasma*whereas in

hydrogen plasma the depth is 3. 6 cm with

hydrogen GP. In addition to the injection

deepening,an enhanced energy confinement

time was measured along with a plasma den-

sity peaking.

The fuelling experiment of pulsed heli-

um MBI in HL-1M has been successfully

performed on HL-1M. The HL-lM»a modi-

fication of the. HL-1, is a circular cross-sec-

tion Tokamak with R = l. 02 m,a = 0. 26 m,

.B t<3 T , / p < 3 5 0 kA and two full poloidal

graphite limiters located at toroidally sym-

metrical sections. The background pressure

of the vacuum chamber is 1 X 10~5 Pa nor-

mally. The MBI line is parallel to the PI
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line,which is along a major radius,and 9 cm

below the equatorial plane of the torus.

2 Origin of Te hollow profile after

MBI
A hollow profile of electron tempera-

ture has been measured by an ECE hetero-

dyne receiver after helium MBI into the HL-

1M plasma. In recent experiment of the hy-

drogen MBI plasma, the "hollow profile"

phenomena sometimes appears at the end of

the plasma current plateau, where the plas-

ma density already reaches high level and

the density peaking factor continues to in-

crease. At the same time,the ohmic heating

power decreases or the radiation losses in-

crease from the plasma centre. A typical ex-

ample is in shot 4957,twelve pulses of hy-

drogen molecular beam were injected from t

= 50 ms to 550 ms,the line average electron

density,Me,reaches 7. 5X1019m"3 at plasma

current plateau, and Qn value increases

quickly from 1. 45 to 1. 75 in the time range

of £=500 ms to 580 ms. An apparently con-

cave Te profile appears at t = 540 ms and

continues to develop into a central hollow,

as shown in Fig. 1 .

3 Impurity problem of MBI
Some properties of the impurities in

HL-1 and HL-1M are studied by use of

the VUV spectroscopic diagnostic under

different discharge conditions. One of the

experiment results shows that, the impurity

oxygen ion (O VI 103. 2 nm) spectroscopic

intensity varies with the center line avera-
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Fig. 1 Variation of T, profile after pure

hydrogen MBI in shot 4957

ged electron density, ne, at the steady

state. Especially in the period of pulsed gas

puffing, this phenomenon is more clear.

However, previous regularity disappears in

HL-1M plasma with MBI;even if the elec-

tron density increases by several factors,the

spectroscopic intensity of oxygen ion re-

mains constant approximately,as shown in

Fig. 2(a) of shot 4967. On the other hand,

for the MBI plasma with mixed gas of hy-

drogen and impurity (air),the regularity of

the nitrogen ion spectroscopic intensity vs ne

is similar to that of the oxygen ion spectro-

scopic intensity vs ne in the hydrogen GP

plasma,as shown in Fig. 2(b) of shot 4934.

The reason is that,if the mixture consists of

a small fraction of impurity (heavy) parti-

cles, the gases is expanded through the noz-

zle as a result of the many collisions,the im-

purity particles will be accelerated to a

speed nearly equal to the working (carrier)

[ 2 YtcT 1 ̂ 2

7=—rrz: , where m is( / — l)mJ

the mean molecular weight and Y is the

mean specific heat ratio. So a conclusion

may be drawn that the MBI fuelling would

reduce the impurity accumulation during the

period of density rising,but also it is an ef-

fective method for the impurity gas injection

into plasma.

4 Conclusion

In recent experiment, hydrogen MBI

has been successfully performed in the

ohmic heating HL-1M Tokamak plasma

during the period of the slow ramp up plas-

ma current. The present experiment results

are as follows

(1) The upper density end of the linear

ohmic confinement regime has an apparent

increment of 1. 5X1019 m~3 under the condi-

tions of slowly rising and larger plasma cur-

rent.

(2) The density limit of the MBI plas-

ma already exceeds that of GP plasma for

about 2X1019m"3 under the same operation

conditions.

An interesting result on impurity prob-

lem shows that the MBI is not only a purer

and higher efficiency hydrogen gas fuelling

method in comparison with the conventional

GP for its well-collimated features and the

reduction of the edge recycling,but a better

gas doping method as well. It may develop

into an useful method for the edge plasma

cooling and the transport research of impu-

rity particles.
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Fig. 2 (a)Variations of the impurity oxygen ion (O VI 103. 2 nm) spectroscopy intensity and the

electron density with time for pure hydrogen MBI into the HL-IM plasma Kb) Variations of the impuri-

ty nitrogen ionflSFW 103. 2 nm) spectroscopy intensity and the electron density with time for mixed gas

of hydrogen and air MBI into the HL-IM plasma

1. 9 Application of CCD Camera on Observation

of Pellet Ablation

ZHENG Yinjia FENG Zhen WANG Reirong

Key words CCD camera Pellet ablation Photo-

graph

The high speed 2D CCD camera is used

to make photos of H« line emission during

hydrogen pellet injection in HL-IM Toka-

mak,and the observation is performed from

the direction of pellet injection.

The process of pellet-plasma interac-

tions is a very complex phenomenon. It may

be divided as two stages: first, heating the
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surface of pellet and sublimation;the second

stage is evaporation and ablation, then the

pellet is surrounded by the neutral gas,and

forms cloud. The ablation rate is expressed

as following1-1-1

where «e is electron density in cm~3 ,T c is

electron temperature in eV,r p is the pellet

radius in cm and M-, is the mass of the pellet

material in atomic units.



During ablation, Ho light emission ac-

companies, the intensity / is directly propor-

dJV
tional to -j— when electron temperature

at

greater than %<p> (the ionization potential of

particle or ion).

During the passage of the pellet in the

outer plasma region, the cloud expands al-

most spherically. Once the pellet penetrates

to beyond safety factor <j(r) = 2,the cloud is

elongated along local magnetic field,but the

area perpendicular to the magnetic field di-

rection is no change,as a result,the shape of

the cloud becomes lentil1-2-1.

Fig. 1 Experiment setup

1 CCD camera 12 Zoom lens 13 Interfer-

ence filter »4—-Optical fiber j 5 Pellet injection di-

rection , 6 PCI-Interface-Board (7 PC t8 Pellet

trigger signal j 9 Power supplytlO Plasma.

We designed an especial layout of ex-

periment for observation all process of pel-

let injection, See in Fig. 1. Hydrogen pellet

is horizontally injected into the Tokamak.

The camera is mounted 8. 7 cm above the

pellet-injecting tube. The optic axis inter-

sects the injection path at 8. 3° and is in the

same poloidal plane. Optic fiber, 40 m long,

is set so that PC monitor can be put in the

control room far away from the hall. In

front camera there are Ha interference filter

and zoom lens. And choose directly the trig-

ger signal given by the gun at pellet start-

up, and setup delay time,then trigger CCD

camera,thus the pellet exposures time can

keep accordant between the CCD ablation

time.

Many photographs of pellet ablation

are obtained.

The pellet cloud picture of 5322 shot is

showed in Fig. 2 (a) ,the time of exposure is

300 fxs. From this picture,we can see that

after the pellet enter into the plasma,firstly

the neutral particles leave the pellet sur-

face , from dense neutral cloud, these parti-

cles are io'nized and produce the secondary

plasma cloud. These phenomena may be ex-

plained by Kuteev's model1-1-1: the thermal

electrons provide the main ablating heat

flux. Electrons move along the magnetic

fields lines on the pellet surface. They pene-

trate the double layer at the boundary be-

tween the hot and cold plasma and the

sheath of the ionization radius. They are de-

celerated in the secondary plasma and the

neutral cloud,shown in Fig. 2(d).

The contour plot of light emission in

Fig. 2(b) from the experiment measurement

lead to the toroidal and poloidal emission

profiles, shown in Fig. 2(c). It exists obvi-

ously asymmetry along poloidal direction. Tt

shows that there exist anticlockwise

poloidal rotation of the plasma when the

pellet inject. The electron and ion current

sides of the cloud have different toroidal de-
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cay lengths. The slope is steeper on the elec-

tron current side[3]. We can also see the tra-

jectory of the ablated cloud bending obvi-

ously, inversely on the toroidal direction of

current 7P instead of being straight. For this

phenomenon the most possible explanation

is a rocket effect driven by the superthermal

electrons'-4-1.

Furthermore, According to the pellet

flight path delay time the pellet flight veloc-

ity were obtained and the striation phenom-

ena etc. were observed.

This experiment triumphantly gets va-

rious clear photos of pellet ablation, pellet

flight velocity and trajectory were obtained,

and also striation observed. It provides

much valuable data for study of pellet injec-

tion.

(b)

(d)

.2

- — A. /

l^L-s—=-
+

2.8 5.6 8.4 11.2

Fig. 2 Ablation cloud,shot 5322 discharge

(a) Ablation cloud,shot 5322; (b) Contour plot of intensity distribution, 1 pellet operating trail) (c)Toroidal &.

poloidal emission profile, 1 electron side,2 ion side,3 anti-neoclassical side,4 neoclassical,A toroidal di-

rection , B poloidal direction,D direction f (d)Kuteev, 1 pellet, 2 cold plasma, 3 hot plasma, 4 neutral

cloud,5 secondary plasma,6 magnetic field lines,? double layer,r, pellet radius,n ionization length.
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1. 10 Experimental Study on Plasma-Coated
Graphite Interaction®

CN0002830

WANGMingxu ZHANG Nianman WANG Zhiwen LI Bo LI Li

Key words Plasma surface interaction Chemical

erosion In-situ coated Graphite

first wall

The plasma-surface interaction is an

important task in the nuclear fusion re-

search. The interaction of plasma on

graphite and the coated graphite has been

studied by using LAS-2000 mass spectrome-

ter, RF ion source and HL-1M Tokamak. It

turned out that: (1) the chemical erosion

reaches maximum value at 770 K during the

D+ radiating the SMF-800 graphite of the

HL-1M first wall, and the in-situ coating

film with boron or silicon can effectively

suppress the chemical erosion (about 80%

— 90%). The sputtering yield of the H+ ra-

diating SiC is about one third of that of

graphite, «*0. 5 atom/H+ . The thermal des-

orption substances of in-situ boronized film

do not include hydroborons, but the main

substances are hydrocarbons. Heating the

coated film can decrease the content of a-C

s H and improve the property of the in-situ

coated film. (2) After the first wall of HL-

1M is coated,the high Z metal impurities in

plasma almost disappear, C and O are re-

duced by 70% and 90%, respectively. The

hydrogen recycle is also decreased. The wall

' coating with lithium has the lowest impuri-

ties and the lowest hydrogen recycle,but its

effective life is the shortest. The plasma ra-

diation and impurities with wall coating by

silicon is higher than that with the wall

coating by lithium, its effective life is also

longer. (3) The SiC and B4C made by CVD

or powder metallurgy have the lower chemi-

cal erosion,but its sputtering property and

the vacuum property are inferior to that of

the in-situ coating film. The study is of ben-

efit to the HL-1M and HL-2A wall condi-

tion, and the choice of HL-2A first wall ma-

terial. The PSI database for Southwestern

Institute of Physics is established.

® Supported by Nuclear Industry Science Foundation of China(H7196C0307)
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1. 11 The Performances of Pellets
Fueling Plasma in HL-1M

CN0002831

XIAOZhengui LI Bo LIU Dequan LI Li ZHENG Yingjia GUO Gancheng

DENG Zhongchao CUI Zhengyin DONG Jiafu WANG Enyao

Key words Pellet fueling Density profile Ab-

lation cloud

In HL-1M, a pneumatic multi-barrels

injector capable to fire up to eight pellets

(9O. 9 mm one,<pl.O mm three, <pl. 4 mm

four barrels)with velocity of 6O0~105O m •

s"1 is installed for Pellet Fueling (PF). The

device was operated in range of Bl=.2'^2. 5

T, 7p = 100~160 kA, target plasma « e = (

0.3~2.0)X1019m~3andTc = 600—1000 eV.

1 Discharges in low recycling

The Peaked density profile and im-

proved confinement are typical in PF dis-

chargesa:i. The features of ne ( r ) strongly

depend on pellet injection parameters and

wall recycling conditions.

After the wall proceeded conditioning

with siliconization, the wall recycling be-

came lower ( V L < 0 . 3 V ) . Under above

condition only,the device can accept up to 8

pellets injection. In 5463* shot the pellets is

fired in sequence with <p0. 9 mm lst,<pl.O

mm 2nd to 4th,9I. 4 mm 5th to 8th.

As shown in Fig. 1 * a very small per-

turbation of density was produced by the

first small (cpO. 9 mm)pellet and it only oc-

curred in a region of r = l l cm to r= — 6 cm
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without peaked profile. This observation has

also been confirmed by Ha detector array.

For the second pellet injected the peaked nc

occurred at ch-4(r=7 cm) and the sharp in-

crease of ne can still be measured in each

chord until the third pellet was injected.

From the 4th to the 8th pellets injected,?zc

can be measured only in ch-5 and ch6 while

the sharp increase of density is replaced by a

variance with slow rise and decay. The den-

sity can't be measured in ch-1 to ch-4 due to

the inner disruption,so in Fig. 1, the results

shown are given only from ch-5 and ch-6. In

this shot the Wp achieved only up to 3. 5 kj

and re = 16 ms.

150 250 350 450 550 650

t/ms

Fig. 1 The behavior of density profile with

shots pellet injection in shot 5463



2 Discharges in high recycling

(DHR)
In HL-1M about 6% of the inner sur-

face is covered by graphite tiles. With in-

creasing of discharge shots the tiles become

a new gas source and the background ne ris-

es automatically. In the DHC the density

evolution of PF plasma is different as shown

in Fig. 2.

200 250 300 350 400 450

t/ms

Fig. 2 The Behavior of density profile

with 3 shots pellet injection in shot 5455

In each chord,sharp rise of density up

to the first maximum value neimax appears

first and then rapid decrease follows. At

outer region the decrease of density in 10 ms

was followed by a slow rise up to the second

maximum value nc2majt(less than /zeimax) in 15

ms,and then ne slowly decreases again. In

center region only a small decrease of ne ap-

pears in 5 ms,then it keeps flat in 15 ms and

slowly decays after that. In high field side

(ch-1) ne decreases continuously.

When the 2nd and 3rd pellet was injec-

ted,the second rise ne in ch-6 lasts in longer

time and has a value even higher than the

first value. In center ch-2 ne either keeps

nearly constant in value or has a second max

value,but in ch-1 it keep in tip shape. The

facts that nech-i ^ necil.z «» 2wcch-6 and the ap-

pearance of a second rise in ch-6 and even in

ch-2 are characteristics of this kind of dis-

charges (DHR). The same behavior has also

been seen in shot 5290* in which for pure

PF discharge the parameters are as follows:

Wp = &. 0 kj ,r e = 26 ms,we(0) = 5. 2X1013

era"3. The results have been obtained by

three. (<pl, 0 mm) pellets injection with shot

interval time of 50 ms.

3 Observation of pellet ablation pro-

cess
The observation of pellet ablation cloud

performed by a CCD camera has been car-

ried out in HL-1M. Some image photos of

pellet ablation cloud have been pho-

tographed in different region. In the edge re-

gion the pellet ablation rate is low due to

low ne and Te and the emission of ablation

cloud was weak. Sometimes only a few flash

spots in the photo is caused by pellet break.

In the outer region,the ablation cloud has a

circular shape. The influence of toroidal

magnetic field on it is not clear. In the cen-

ter region, the toroidal magnetic field

strongly influences on the ablation cloud

shape. For the large integrated pellet (bar-

rel 4 # ) injection, the elongation of pellet

cloud along the field line is evident. In this

situation the image of the cloud always
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keeps integrated shape. It will be beneficial

to improve the measure of ^-profile. Howev-

er, in large pellet injection, the density per-

turbation was so large and rapid that mea-

suring ne in central region is prevented. It

may be caused by the internal disruption as

observed on HELIOTRON-E PE experi-

ments. From these photos we can also un-

derstand, why the same size pellets injected

cause different density perturbations. The

break of pellet is the main reason.

4 Conclusion and discussion

( 1 ) With HL-1M wall siliconization

and helium glow discharge cleaning, in low

recycling the device can receive continuously

eight pellets injection with proper fire inter-

val (more than 50 ms).

(2) In high wall recycling condition,

parameters ne(0) = 5. 3X1013 cm"3, Wp = 6. 0

kj» TE = 26 ms were obtained with three

small-pellets-injection. For more large pel-

lets injection the internal disruption influ-

ences further measure of density in plasma

center region. The high wall recycling and

deep deposition by pellet fueling are the

main demands for improving confinement.

(3) The value of /p and Qa should be

further adjusted in order to meet the de-

mands of continuous and intensive injection

of large pellets.

The authors gratefully acknowledge

their colleagues' contribution to plasma di-

agnosis and HL-1M operation.
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1.12 Power Supply for Plasma Generator of
HL-1M Neutral Beam Injector

CN0002832

WANGDetai QIANJiamei LEI Guangjiu SHUN Mengda JIANG Shaofeng
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Key words Power supple Plasma generator

Neutral beam injector

The diagram of the HL-lM Neutral

Beam Injector (NBI)and the power supply

system is shown in Fig. 1. The NBI consists

of ion source, beam line and power supply

system etc. The ion source includes plasma

generator and three-electrode extraction

system. In bucket type ion source,the power

supply(PS) for plasma generator consists of

a filament PS,an arc PS and gas valve PS.

1 Filament power supply
The filament PS is a DC adjustable sta-

bilized voltage supply which is capable of

delivering 1'—15 V DC with output current

of 200'--'1500 A for 10 s every 3 minutes.

The reproducibility of magnitude and ripple

of pulse voltage are about 2%. The thyris-

tor AC controller has three functions

(1) In order to improve tungsten life, a

3 s slow start-up circuit is provided to limit

the inrush of filament current during the

first part of the pulse.

© Nanjing Electric Tube Factory, Nanjing, China

(2) The DC output voltage is kept con-

stant by a close-loop voltage control sys-

tem. The load voltage signal from the high

potential is transmitted to the low potential

through a linear optic fiber to make the fila-

ment voltage be regulated within 2%.

(3) It serves as operating switch and

fast protection switch. Besides the over-cur-

rent and overtime protection circuit« the

protection system is equipped with filament

blow out detector. When any filament blow

out, a block command is transmitted to the

thyristor AC controller trigger circuit to in-

terrupt the power and warning.

2 Arc power supply

The arc PS is DC adjustable stabilized

current supply which is capable of deliver-

ing 100 V DC with an output current of

1500 A for 2 s every 3 minutes. The main

circuit consists of a thyristor AC controller

on the primary winding of the isolation rec-

tifier transformer (2TR) , two diode three-

phase bridge rectifier sets with a LC output

filter,a GTO DC fast switch and an arc sta-
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bilizer inductor.

During the arc pulse output, current

analog signal from the high potential is de-

livered to the low potential through a Hall

isolation current transducer and a closed cir-

cuit feedback loop regulates thyristor con-

duct angle and keep the DC output current

constant with 3%.

The arc PS has an over-current and

over-pulse width protection circuit* when

the value exceeds a threshold,the protection

circuit issues 2 block commands to the GTO

switch and the thyristor AC regulator trig-

ger circuit, respectively, so as to interrupt

momentarily the power.

The gas valve PS can output pulse volt-

age of 5 V with pulse current 10 A at pulse

width 500 ms,fluctuation at the pulse flat-

top is less than 1%,pulse voltage switch-on

and switch-off times are less than 1 ms.

A PC by using a FX 2-64 MT computer

is applied to control the sequence of the

PS's. All signals to and from the high po-

tential routed via optical links or Hall trans-

ducers for high voltage isolation.

Pulse electrical parameters are mea-

sured by multichannel A/D converters

whose outputs are transmitted via optic

fibers to the control room. The waveforms

of all voltages and currents are displayed

and saved in files after each shot.

3 Operation results
When the filament power supply was

connected to the NBI a large initial current

overshoot was found as the filaments

warmed from cold to 2800 °C. A preheater

PS of 0. 4 V DC with an output current of

Fig. 1 An elementary electrical diagram of the plasma generator PS for the HL-IM NBI

1 over current over pulse;2 filaments3 arc anode grid;4 accelerator grid)5 suppresor grid;6

ground grid;7 over current over pulset8 Suppresor ps —4 kV 12 A 300 ms;9 accelerator ps 35 keV 60 A 300

msjlO NBI program control system.
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200 A is connected in parallel to the tung-

sten filaments after a shot. The results have

been very good in that initial current over-

shoot is avoided.

when the Arc PS was connected to the

NBI some initial difficulties were found.

First the arc discharge characteristic (V-A

curve) of the plasma generator is not conti-

nuous. We observed that a sharp curve oc-

curs at about 400 A, the arc discharge from

high arc voltage low arc current region tran-

sits to high arc current low arc voltage re-

gion, and is found to depend on filament

temperature,as well as the gas puffing. The

results is shown in Fig. 2. A 3 mH iron core

choke is connected in series to the output

terminals, to suppress the rapid changes of

the arc current.

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
IJA

Fig. 2 Operating characteristic of an ion

source arc

1 J| —1200 A,C/i = 10. 5 V,A/> = 2. 4X10~J Pa,

2 7( = 1200 A,£/i=10. 5 V,A/> = 4.1X1O~8 Pa;3

7r = 1050 A,C/i = 9. 5 V,A/> = 3. 8X10"2Pa,4 / , =

1200 A,i7 t=ll. 5 V,A/.= (2~3)X10-2 Pa.

Secondly a large ripple and fluctuation

was observed in the arc current. This was

overcome by reoptimizing the control loop

for the arc PS thyristor regulator.

Thirdly, the plasma source failed to

extract a higher beam current. When the arc

current exceeds 500 A, the plasma density

in the arc chamber for optimum perveance

operation is always too dense for the initial

beam formation (—100 f*s), during which

accelerating voltage is ramping up to its set

value. This result in collapse of the voltage

between the plasma and suppressor grids of

the accelerator. To operate the source at its

optimum perveance, it is then necessary to

'notch ; the arc power to a lower level dur-

ing initial beam turn-on to obtain better

perveance matching and to avoid collapse of

the voltage between the plasma and sup-

pressor grids.

The NBI on Test Bed has been opera-

ted at 20 kV,20 A for 150 ms in September

1997.

The NBI system was installed on the

HL-1M Tokamak for plasma heating experi-

ments since 1998. Testing has shown that

the PS for plasma generator of the HL-1M

NBI has excellent stability and obtain good

plasma heating effect.
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2 Fusion Reactor and Fusion
Reactor Materials

CN0002833

2. 1 Studies of Ash Removal Efficiency
Improvement and Tritium Inventory

Reduction for FEB®

DENGBaiquan PENG Lilin YAN Jiancheng

Key words RF ponderomotive force Ash re-

moval efficiency

Experiments show that helium ash can

be removed by pump limiter or divertor.

However a fraction of a particles has not

been pumped out after they get neutralized

on the limiter or divertor target plate* but

re-ionized by edge plasma;as a result,they

flow back to the SOL region and even dif-

fuse into main plasma. A new method has

been explored to suppress this back stream,

hence to improve the ash removal efficiency

by using RF ponderomotive force,which can

reflect the re-ionized He+ back to the plate

and does not stop a particles flowing into

the target from SOL, but it does stop tri-

tium ions flowing to the target. Therefore,

the ash removal performance is improved

and the tritium inventory is reduced.

1 Physics bases

It is well known that RF ponderomo-

tive force had been used to plug up the end

loss in the cusp mirror device. In cold plas-

ma approximation, the time averaged RF

ponderomotive force can be given by'-1-1

F o e - V^f (1)

here <pti is the ponderomotive potential,if co

Eh
co2 —

(2)

where Ers = E±»fc>cy-, q}, m.j are perpendicular

component of externally applied RF wave

electric field, ion cyclotron frequency,

charge and mass of j th species. For our

FEB divertor design,B = \. 6 T at the per-

pendicular distance L—20 cm from the tar-

get plate,then / c ( T + ) = 8-1 MHz, / c (He + )

= 6. 0 8 M H z a n d / c = ( D + ) = / c ( H e + + ) - 1 2

® Supported by National Nature Science Foundation of China(19885OO2)
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MHz,if an RF wave with frequency / = 1 . 1

= /c(T+) = 8. 91 MHz is externally applied,

the ponderomotive potentials are positive

for T+ ,He+ ions and

2 4 A 1 d\

= TT-^ = 4.1 (3)&,(He+) 5.9

however, the ponderomotive potentials are

negative for D+ ,He+ + ions and

— 7.7
- 15 = 0.51 (4)

Therefore, D+He++ions which come from

SOL can pass RF potential region and get to

the target plate, but the T+ which come

from SOL will be reflected and return to the

main plasma. On the other hand, the He+,

re-ionized He0 (those neutralized a particles

being not pumped out)will be reflected and

return to the plate. The He+ can't be 100%

reflected. The fraction of He+ passes the po-

tential region is proportional to

cc e x p [ - ^ r f(He+)/w(He+)] (5)

where w(He+) is the kinetic energy of He+

ion. The tritium outflow will be reduced and

proportional to

cc 1 - e x p [ - 0rf(T+)/tc;(T+)] (6)

2 Calculation of ash removal im-

provement

Assuming that n0 neutral helium atoms

are produced per unit time, a fraction 7 of n0

is pumped out, the rest (1 —7) n0 helium

atoms will back stream and have the proba-

bility a-, to be re-ionized by the electrons of

divertor plasma

<*i = 1 — e x p ( — T—
"ion

(7)

where L is the distance from plate, Aion is the

mean free path of electron impact ionization

'Von — (8)

v0 is the velocity of neutralized helium atom

v0 = 1. 38 X 106 -cm • s"1 (9)
MHe(amu)

For FEB,the RF ponderomotive force re-

flection factor of He+ is given by

1 - expl
I w(He+)

From Eq. 10, we can see

(10)

ipxl ->-ooor w ( H e + ) -*• 0,then Rr{ -*• 1

If one neutralized atom He0 is produced at

the plate and not pumped out firstly , the

probability that it gets re-ionized and re-

flected by RF potential is

(l-7)«iKrf « 1 ) (11)

After taking n times of the same proceses (n

-»-oo),the total probability should be

(12)

and finally the total helium atoms pumped

out are given

Wpump = Wo77rf (13)

Therefore,the RF enhanced ash removal ef-

ficiency is

npumf/n0 = rj7jr{ (14)

For FEB reactor design, the following pa-

rameters are used

«e = 1 X 1013 cm"3,Te «* 30 eV

L = 20 cm, B = 1.6 T (15)

7 = 0 . 5 , <urf = 1.1 wc(T+)
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3 Results and conclusions

The RF ponderomotive force potential

ipA, RF reflection factor Rrt for He+ and RF

enhancement factor of ash removal efficien-

cy 7H vary with E± are shown in Fig. 1. The

ash removal efficiency with RF enhance-

ment «pump/wo = 77rf for neutral helium atom

energies 0. 75 eV,3 e.V are shown in Fig. 2.

For low energy neutral helium, when a RF

103 103 104 104 104 10"

Fig. 1 £rf/V • m"1

T« = 30 eV,n« = lX101 3 c m - \ L = 20 cm,7 = 0. 5,

5 K . = 1. 6 T,a* = l. 1 «;c(He+),w(He1>) = 0. 75 eV.

field 150~200 V • cm"1 is applied the ash

removal efficiency can be enhanced from 7=

0. 5 tO TJTJr(=O. 9.

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

I 0.7
L

0.65

0.6

0.55

0.5103

)= 0.75 eV

(He0) = 3 eV

105

Fig. 2 RF enhanced ash removal efficiency

versus applied external RF field

T. = 30eV,n«=lX10"cnrs,<urf = l. 1 a* (He" ) . BK.

= 1. 6 T»L=20 cm,7=0. 5.
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2. 2 Computer Simulation of
FEB-E Tritium System

DENGBaiquan HUANG Jinhua XIE Zhongyou

Key words FEB Tritium system Tritium in-

ventory

Based on Fusion Experimental Breeder
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(FEB) engineering outline design, a dyna-

mic subsystem model is constructed for tri-

tium fuel cycle system. A computer simula-

tion code-SWITRIM has been developed to



simulate the tritium fuel cycle system. The

tritium inventories in 10 subsystems are cal-

culated during one year operation period.

1 Subsystems

FEB-E tritium cycle system is devided

into 10 subsystems,the simulation is treated

as time-dependent problem and 100% avail-

ability is assumed. The physics bases of

SWITRIM code are as follows: (1) Tritium

storage and fuelling subsystem has initial

tritium storage y o (0) = 0 . 9 kg and tritium

container has permeation barrier to reduce

non-decay loss fraction to 0. 0001 d"1 and

radioactive decay A=l . 54X10"4 d"1 is con-

sidered. Pellet formation, acceleration and

launching take total 20 minuts, fuelling rate

is N=l. 073 kg • d"1 and plasma fractional

burnup is /?=0. 0208. (2) Outboard blanket

tritium breeding LLi is repeatedly moved

out to recover tritium every 10 days with

tritium mass fraction about 10 X 10~6

atoms1-1-1. (3) Inboard blanket breeding LLi

is moved out to recover tritium every 24 h

with tritium concentration about 10 X 10~6

atoms. Total tritium breeding ratio is A =

1. 10; yii = 0. 45 is contributed form out-

board and Az = 0. 65 from inboard. Tritium

diffuses to the helium coolant from LLi with

the fractions e1 = e2 = 0.0001 d"1. (4)First

wall»limiter and divertor are cooled by heli-

um and tritium is recovered from He coolant

every 100 days,if blanket temperature runs

to 680 °C, the tritium permeation to the

structural materials of first wall,limiter and

divertor is characterized by a fraction of <r=

0. 01% per day, considering pressure driven

permeation PDP enhancement, but no neu-

tron damage trapping effects. The tritium in

structural materials is regarded as unrecov-

erable but tritium loss to the coolant from

the materials is taken into account by e3 =

0. 0001 d"1. (5)Plasma exhausted gases are

unburnt fuel particles,helium ash, tritiated

water and other impurities. Tritium mean

residence time in this subsystem takes 0. 5

"-'1 h, non-decay loss fraction e4 = 0. 0001

d"1. (6)Fuel clean up unit (FCU)is a palla-

dium membrane reactor which consists of

permeator and catalytic reactor to shift wa-

ter and methane into gases; the processing

time takes 1 ~ 2 h. (7) Isotope separation

system (ISS) is a combined cryogenic frac-

tional distillation system with modified cold

trap, precipitation and decomposition of

necessary steps to recover tritium from

LLI; total residence time takes 3. 5 ~ 7 h.

(8) Tritium waste treatment (TWT)subsys-

tem is to treat low level solid tritium waste,

the residence time takes 10 h. (9) In the

subsystem, beryllium neutron multiplier,

the tritium inventory is produced by reac-

tions 9Be(n,T) 7Li and 9Be + n-*4He + 6He,
6 He^ 6 Li + |3- , 6Li + n-*4He + T. For the

time being,we don't consider recovering tri-

tium from beryllium; non-decay loss frac-

tion is 0. 0001 % per day. (10) Helium

coolant,the tritium is recovered from heli-

um coolant every 100 days.

2 Equations
Governing equations are given as fol-
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lows:

For tritium storage and fuelling subsys-

tem;

d70 - r6Y6 - N - eo7o - (A + eo)7W,

yo(o) = o. 90000.

For outboard blanket (LLi) :

dYJdt = pNA^l - b — r^ — kYi —

£iYi. If t equals to interger times of ten, the

initial values are set as follows* ti =

0. 00000,Yi(O = 0. 00000;£2 = 10. 00000,Yx

( * 2 ) = / T Y I ( * 2 - 0 . OOOOl)5i3 = 2O. 00000,7!

( ^ ) = / T i r i ( « 3 - 0 . 00001 )-,ti = 30. 00000,Yx

0 4 ) = / T y 1 0 4 —0. 00001); ;in doing so

up to £=365. 0000.

For inboard blanket (LLi) s

dY2/d* = PNA2(1 - b - 7) - XY2 -

e2Y2. If t is an integer,the initial values are

set as follows: *i = 0. 00000, Y2Q0 =

0.00000; tz = l. 00000, Y2Ct2)=f1Y2(tz-

0.00001); *3 = 2. 00000, Y2(t3)=fTY2O3 —

0.00001); *4 = 3. 00000, Y2(ti)=fTYz<iti-

0. 00001); •••; doing so up to *=365. 0000.

For first wall,limiter and divertor-

AYJ&t = cr(l -

y3(o) = o.ooooo.

For plasma exhaust:

e4y4 - /iy4;y4(o) = o. ooooo.

ForFCU(PMR):

dY5/dt = r4y4 - X5Y5 - e5y5 - XY5i

ys(o) = o.ooooo.

ForISS:

dy6/di = r5y5 - A6y6 + r10y10 + r 7 a -

gW7 — £6Y6 — XY6. If t is an interger or in-

terger times of ten, then the initial values

are set as: tx = 0.00000, Y^Ui) = 0. 00000;
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h = 1.00000, YM
o. ooooi)+y6o2—o. ooooi) -, tz=2. ooooo,

y, (*,) = a-/T)y2(*s-o.ooooi )+y« (f3-
o. ooooi); "", «„ = io. ooooo, ye(*n) = (i
-fi)Y2(tn-o. ooooi) +y6(tu-o. ooooi)
+ (i—/T)yi(*n-o. ooooi) }* 1 2=n. ooooo.

y«(/i2)=a-/T)y2(^*-o. ooooi ) + y ( ( ^
-o.ooooi); «18 = 12. ooooo, y,(«l8) = (i-

/T ) y2 («i3 - 0. 00001) + y6 (*is - 0. 00001) ;

•«i /n=20. ooooo, y6a2i) = (i-/T)y2(^i

-o. ooooi)+ybo21-o.
a2l-o.ooooi); ̂ 22=2i.
-/T)y2(t22-o. ooooi )+y6a22-o.ooooi);

•••; in doing so up to £ = 365. 00.

For TWT :

e0TN-Ay7;y7(0) = 0.00000.

For beryllium neutron multiplier:

dY9/dt = NbPA + NApy — A,y9,y9(0)

= 0. 00000.

For helium coolant:

dyl0/d* = EXYI + e2y2 + e,y, + e9y, -

Alo7lo;yio(O) = 0.00000.

For total inventory:

dyu/dt = NAP + (1 - P)N - (X +

e o ) ^ ^ - #r 7 y 7 - N - A

^io];yu(O) =yo(0).

3 Input parameters (reference case)

11 = 0. 100,r2 = l. 000,r3 = 0. 010, r4 =

48. 000,rs = 24. 000,r6 = 6. 860,r7 = 2. 400,

rlo = 0. 010,0 = 0. 0208, N = 1. 073, A{ =

0. 450,^2 = 0. 650,A = yl1+yl2 = l. 100,/; =

0.00949,7=0. 01157, <r=0. 0001 , £ = 1 X



10"7,A = 0. 000154 ,^ = 0. 100,A2 = l . 000,A3

= 0. 010,A4 = 48. 000,A5 = 24. 000,A6 = 6. 86,

A7 = 2. 400, A9 = 0. 000254, A10 = 0. 010, T =

0. 0139, ex = 0. 0002, e2 = 0. 0001, e3 =

0. 0001, e4 = 0. 0005, e5 = 0. 0003, e6 = 0. 002,

eo = O. 0001,e9 = 0. 000254, / T = 0 . 1 .

4 Results and discussion

As a reference case, the minimum un-

recoverable tritium concentration in LLi ft

= 0. 1, total plasma exhaust processing time

takes 5 h , the tritium inventories in 10 sub-

systems and total inventory of FEB are cal-

culated and shown in Fig. 1. y 6 ^ 0 . 26 kg in

ISS subsystem is dominant because of low

plasma burn up fraction. The necessary min-

imum initial tritium inventory is 318 g. The

tritium storage and total tritium inventory

are 1.18 kg and 1. 69 kg,respectively ,after

one full-power-year (FPY) operation. The

tritium inventory in helium coolant is 5 X

10~3 kg • a"1, and tritium holdup in struc-

tural materials of first wall,limiter and di-

vertor is 0. 037 ~ 0 . 059 kg • a"1. The tri-

tium retention in beryllium multiplier is

0.18 kg • a"1. The balanced tritium invento-

ries in following six subsystems are ob-

tained: ISS 0. 157 ~ 0 . 256 kg; plasma ex-

haust 0. 022 kg; FCU 0. 0437 kg; LLi (in-

board)0. 00158~0. 0158 kg;LLi (outboard)

0. 0109~0. 105 kgjTWT 0. 00017~0. 0002

kg.

Our conclusions are that higher frac-

tional burn up /? in plasma is important and

the required minimum initial tritium inven-

tory Yo(O) strongly depends on the plasma

exhaust processing time.

102 103

Fig. 1 As a reference case,the tritium in-

ventories in 10 subsystems and total inventory

of FEB versus time

/ r = 0. I I F E P time = 5 h,<j = 0. 0001»e, = 0. 0002»e

= 0. 0001,yo(0) = 0. 9.
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2. 3 Management of Waste from the
Fusion Experimental Breeder

FENG Kaiming CN0002835

Key words Waste management Fusion experi-

mental breeder Environment safety

Fusion breeder might be an essential

intermediate application of fusion energy at

earlier term, which has the potential to pro-

vide plenty of commercial fissile fuel. Based

on fusion physics and technologies available

at present and in near future, the realistic

Fusion Experimental Breeder, FEB-E was

designed. The objectives of the FEB-ECl] are

to demonstrate the engineering feasibility of

fusion breeder with a capability of produc-

ing 100 kg 239Pu/year. The FEB-E reactor

was assumed to operate continuously for 10

full years (FPY). The average neutron wall

loading is 0. 5 MW • m~2. The reactor uses

316 SS as structural material and cooled

with helium gas. The first wall and blanket

modules were assumed to be replaced every

5 FPY. The calculations were performed

with the assumption of continuous operation

rather than pulsed operation.

Management of wastes will be an im-

portant issue for choice of blanket and

shield material) safety and environmental

analyses,reactor operation. In this paper we

present issues and results of analysis rele-

vant to the waste disposal aspects of the

reference FEB-E reactor.

1 Calculation procedure
A new'version of the one-dimensional

discrete ordinates neutron transport and

burn-up calculation code,BISON 3. 0[2] was

used for neutronic calculations and activa-

tion analysis. To match the BISON 3. 0, a

new data library BISON 58 with 46 n + 21 7

energy group structures and P-3 Legendre

Scattering Order was complied. Part of the

neutron cross-section data reguired by the

BISON 3. 0 code was prepared from the

ANL-67 library. Other cross-section data

were derived from the FENDL and ENDF/B

- V basic data files. The activation calcula-

tions were conducted using the FDKRC3]

computer code and the decay chain data li-

brary AF-DCDLIB[4]. Data of AF-DCDLIB

are mainly based on the ENDF/B - V fission

product and actinide libraries. For data pro-

cessing, the Total Cross-section Probability

(TCP) code system was applied.

2 Radioactivity,BHP and afterheat
It is well known that the pure fusion

and fusion breeder design are quite diffe-

rent, because of a large amount of fission fu-

el is placed in a fuel breeding blanket. As a

result,the major activation source in a fu-

sion breeder can be classified into four kinds
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Table 1 The calculation results for all activation sources in FEB-E

Sources

Actinides

Fission products

Activation products

Tritium

Total

Activity /Ci®

7. 342 X 10s

5. 764X10"

2. 028X10'

3.812X107

1.55OX1O8

Afterheat /MW

1.447

5.960

0.902

1.478X10'

8.339

BHP /km5

1. 780 X 10s

1. 996X10"

3.360X10'

2. 080 XI 0s

4. 084 XI 0s

(D 1 Ci = 3. 7X10'° BqCThe same in the following texts)

(in Table 1)- (1) actinides,i. e. transmuta-

tion products of neutron captures by fission

materials; (2)fission products due to fission

reactions of fuel; (3) activation products of

the first wall, blanket and other compo-

nents ; and (4) tritium.

Low activation materials (LAMs) are

an attractive choice (in Table 2) because

they result in lower levels of off-site doses

in the case of accidental release of their ra-

dioactive inventories during an accident.

LAMs can also facilitate better waste man-

agement at the end of the reactor life. The

constituent and impurity compositions used

in this calculation come from the Ref. [ 5 ,

6].

3 WDRandRMR
The radwaste of the different regions

of the reactor were evaluated according to

the NRC 10 CFR 61 waste disposal concen-

tration limits (WDL). The waste disposal

rating (WDR) is defined as the sum of the

ratio of the concentration of a particular iso-

tope to the maximum allowed concentration

of that isotope taken over all isotopes and

for the particular class. According to the

NRC 10 CFR 61 regulation, if the waste

contains a mixture of nuclides, then waste

disposal must meet the requirement of WDR

The main results of WDR for first wall

are listed in Table 3. The results show that

the shallow land burial (SLB) index of the

first wall would be 1. 97 and 1. 62 for 316

SS and PCA at the shutdown. The impurity

and elements, mainly 94 Nb, " Tc, 93 Mo,
63Ni,and 208Bi,need to be strictly limited in

slab with the same composition and density

as the machine component. Based on current

Table 2 Specific radioactivity for five candidate structural materials (Ci/cm3)

Components

First wall

2nd wall

3rd wall

316 SS

24. 41

5.18

1.40

PCA

25.62

5.63

1.00

HT.-9

21.50

4.69

1.16

SiC

8.32

1.62

0. 34

V4Cr4Ti

17.07

3.37

0.65
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Table 3 WDR rating for 10 CFR 61 class C disposal

Nuclide "Ni 3Ni "Nb l9Tc "Al "Mo "Bi

Limit (Li)® 220 7000 0.2 0.1 220 0.1

Total

316 SS 4.91-3® 2.39-1 1.493

PCA 5.72-2 2.42-1 8.62-1

HT-9 4.89-4 2.03-2 3.72-5

SiC

V4Cr4Ti 7.45-4 2.84-2 7.57-4

2.

2.

5.

90-1

57-1

66-7

1.

2.

2.

44 — 3

08-3

32-3

2.

2.

6.

82 — 1

4 8 - 1

0 1 - 1

2.

2.

1.

99 — 3

96-3

35-5

1.

1.

0.

97

62

62

4.75-5 1.59-6 5.04-5 2.34-7 0.12

© In units of Ci/ma, ® a—b means aX 10"'

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) re-

gulations, if the RMR is less than or equal

to 2. 5 mR/hr, the unprotected radiation

worker can have unrestricted access to the

component. Data in Table 3 give the remote

maintenance rating (RMR) for five materi-

als.

As a result of the waste disposal analy-

sis, we see that total WDR of the HT-9 SiC

and V4Cr4Ti alloy would be far less than 1,

so it can be disposed directly after replace-

ment. We found that structures HT-9,

W4Cr4Ti' and SiC can be design to meet the

criteria for class C waste disposal.

The RMR is defined as the dose rate at

the surface of an uniformly activated,thick,

infinite slab with the same composition and

density as the machine component. Based on

current Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC)regulations,if the RMR is less than

or equal to 2. 5 mR©/hr,the unprotected

radiation worker can have unrestricted ac-

cess to the component.

4 Actinide products
42

238-JJ 239-Q .

23. 5 min
_ > 239N p

2. 35 d

In addition to the production of fission

products, heavy nuclei undergo transmuta-

tion through neutron capture,leading to the

formation of various actinides. The decay

chain of the breeding reaction contributing

most to the actinide radioactivity is as fol-

lows.

Actinides are characterized by long

half-lives, heavy alpha activity and high to-

xicity, adding up to a long-lived biological

hazard.

The main actinides in the spent fuel of

FEB are Np, Am and Cm, of which Np

comprises>70 %. The 237 Np can be gener-

ated by the (n,7)reaction of 235 U and the

(n,2n)reaction of 238U and with a half life

of 2.14X106 a. It produces several toxic de-

cay products through a-decay,such as 233Pa •
229Th and 225Ra. Because of its decay daugh-

ters with high toxicity and long lives, 237Np

R=2. 58Xl(T4C/kg



Table

1

4 Major contributors

2

of actinides

Time/a

in FEB-E

3 4

9Pu/%

9. 42X10"9

4.11X10"s

6. 71X10"2

4. 35X10"8

8. 20X10"3

1. 33X10""1

1.70X10"7

1.21X10"2

1.98X10"1

4. 61X10"'

1. 67X10"2

2. 61X10-"

is one of the most important nuclides when

considering the waste disposal of HLW.

The 232U is also one of high toxicity and

long-lived a-decay emitter in the spent fuel.

It is characterized by :( l )high power gener-

ation ( ~ 4 W • g"1) . (2)high energy of 7-

rays ( ~ 1 ~ 2 MeV/per decay). (3) high

neutron generation with the light elements

(5. 0X104 n • s"1 • g"1) . (4)the generation

of gaseous decay products, such as 220Ra.

The 232U can generate several toxic products

through a-decay. Because of its decay prod-

ucts with high toxicity and long half-life,

people are concerned about the reprocessing

of PWR's spent fuel.

As shown in Table 4,the concentration

of 232U is less than 10"6 in discharged fuel

after one year's operation in FEB. This con-

centration is acceptable in reprocessing

technology of spent fuel.

5 Summary
( 1 ) Although the fusion breeder ex-

hibits activity characteristics similar to fis-

sion reactor, it's hazards are lower than

that of a similar fission reactor, such as

PWR or FBR.

(2) When the SiC and V-based alloy

are chosen as the structure material they

may meet the requirements of the regulation

(NRC 10 CFR 61) shallow land burial

(SLB) as class C low-level waste (LLW).

(3)If impurity and elements in the ma-

terials are controlled carefully,the structure

materials like the 316 ss,and PCA are easily

disposal in shallow land burial as class C for

FEB design.

(4) To meet the requirement of RMR

rating it is necessary to increase the thick-

ness of the shield layer.
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2. 4 Three-dimensional Neutronics Shielding
Analysis and Calculation for FEB-E

ZHANG Goushu HUANG Jinhua DENG Peizhi WANG Jun

Key words Neutronics shielding MCNP

FEB-E

FEB-E1-1-1 is the engineering design of

FEB (Fusion Experimental Breeder). The

leading objectives are : (1 ) to demonstrate

the feasibility of engineering and breeding

properties of fissile fuel and tritium,and (2)

to test the key components and fusion struc-

tural materials. TFC located outside the

shield and vacuum vessel is one of the key

components and accounts for about 40 % of

construction cost. The winding packs of

TFCs are composed of the superconductor

(Nb3Sn), insulator (polyimide), stabilizer

(Cu)and structure (316 SS). Since these

materials are in a weakness of resisting neu-

tron irradiation damage and nuclear heating

which comes to further seriously affect the

economic,steady-state and safe operatin of

the hybrid reactor,it is necessitated that the

irradiation damage and nuclear heating

should be strictly constrained within the
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shielding requirements by adding a shielding

layer between the plasma and TFCs.

The inboard and divertor duct regions

along with the TFC are two worst spots for

FEB-E shielding design. This is not only be-

cause peak neutron wall loading of the in-

board region occurs at mid-plane, but also

because the inboard space is seriously con-

strained. And on the other hand, streaming

neutrons into the divertor duct regions with

an intense penetration endanger the side

walls of TFCs without thick shielding

ducts. FEB-E is an evolution of FEB by

chief improvements of adopting different

materials and geometrical structure in the

divertor regions. FEB is with a divertor of

open slab target and FEB-E is changed into

W-shaped gas target with much better

shielding features. But,the materials and ge-

ometric structure of inboard regions have no

changes. Based on both previous BTSO?v2]

neutronics shielding calculation for FEB de-

sign and current materials and geometrical



structure of FEB-E, both irradiation dam-

age and heating of FEB-E TFCs have been

calculated by means of MCNP/3B Monte

Carlo code. According to fusion power den-

sity distribution within the plasma,the non-

uniform source neutrons are sampled from

the plasma zones also by using the Monte

Carlo code MCNP in this work. Finally, a

feasible neutronics shielding design is ob-

tained.

Fig. 1 refers to MCNP calculation flow

diagram. 'Thesource sampling' block offers

the formula and conditions of neutron

source sampling calculation. ' The source

subroutine' block is an user subroutine of

MCNP to calculate the starting point and di-

rection of a source neutron. 'The FEB-E pa-

rameters' block is the input parameter file

made out on the basis of FEB-E disign re-

port. 'The FSWIP/MC block is the input

continuous neutron and photon cross section

based on ENDF/B - W .

In this calculation, FEB-E produces a

nominal fusion power of 143 MW with a

single-null-plasma, aspect ratio A — R/a —

400 cm/100 cm, low fusion gain, bootstrap

current fraction of 28% • plasma current of

5. 7 MA are adopted. U-Pu fuel cycle in the

blanket is selected. Sixteen toroidal field

coils are employed. Materials utilized for

structure,coolant,tritium breeding and fis-

sion fuel are 316 stainless steel (316 ss),li-

quid lithium(LLi)/helium gas,LLi and met-

al uranium,respectively. Fe,W and B4C are

selected as shielding materials. The ad-

vanced gas-target divertor concept is incor-

porated into the disign. The calculation has

been performed using 300 000 source parti-

cles , yielding statistical uncertainties lower

than 5. 6% and 10% respectively for neu-

tron and photon in the magnet responses at

the places of interest.

Table 1 gives peak magnet radiation ef-

fects of the FEB-E TF coils resulting from

MCNP calculation and those of FEB TF

coils resulting from previous BISON calcu-

lation in the inboard region. The former is

gained using neutron wall loading of non-

uniform distribution. The latter is done

using mean neutron wall loading. Both have

Source Sampling Source Subroutine

FEB-E Parameter

MCNP Output

fl
FSWIP/M

Fig. 1 MCNP neutronics shielding calculation flow diagram
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the same materials and geometrical struc-

ture. From the table it can be seen that

three-dimensional results are consistent

with one-dimensional results. It is an evi-

dence of correctly using MCNP code. The

location of peak radiation damage is in the

front surface of winding pack in the mid-

plane for the TF coils. The front sides of TF

coils are only just protected from the radia-

tion damage. There is no much more margin

of shielding space by taking into account the

safe factor of 2 particularly for the fast neu-

tron fluence. Compared to previous FEB re-

sults, fast neutron fluence and nuclear heat-

ing are increased for FEB-E results*but the

insulator dose is comparably reduced. It

suggests that the effects of neutron wall

loading of non-uniform distribution should

be considerable.

Table 2 gives peak magnet radiation ef-

fects of FEB-E TF coils resulted from MC-

NP calcultion and those of FEB TF coils re-

sulted from previous BISON calculation in

the divertor duct region. FEB-E calculation

results from adding an additional shielding

layer 25 cm thick composed of W,B4C and

316 ss at the side of TF coils. It is clear

from the table that the TF coils in the diver-

tor regions are well protected from the irra-

diation damage with a big margin. FEB-E is

an improvement of FEB. It is also found

that FEB-E has much better shielding fea-

ture than FEB. This is one of the most im-

portant marks that FEB-E design is more

advanced than FEB design.

At last» the nuclear heating of the six-

teen TFC magnets including the neutron

energy deposition and Y-photon energy

Table 1 Peak irradiation effects of inboard region of TFC magnet (4. 5 FPY)

Irradiation effects —

Peak organic insulator dose /rad®

Peak fast neutron fluence /n • cm"1

Peak specific nuclear heating /mW • cm"'

FEB(BISON)

3.07X10*

3.60X10"

0.425

Front surface

FEB (MCNP)

3.41X10'

3.84X10"

0.389

FEB-E (MCNP)

9.41X10"

4.40X10"

0.833

Limit

5.0X10*

1.0X10"

5.0

rad=10~!Gy

Table 2 Peak irradiation effects of divcrtor region of TFC magnet (4. 5 FPY)

Front surface Side surface
Irradiation effects

FEB(MCNP) FEB-E (MCNP) FEB (MCNP) FEB-E (MCNP)
Limit

Peak organic insulator dose/rad 4.40X10' 1.12X10" 3.50X10' 1.37X10' 5.0X10'

Peak fast neutron fluence/n • cm"8 6.30X10" 8.60X10" 4.50X10" 1.16X10" 1.0X10"

Peak specific nuclear heating /mW • cm"* 0. 64 0.166 0. 48 0.176 5. 0
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deposition has been calculated. Y-photon en-

ergy deposition in it accounts for about 93. 6

% with absolutely dominant contribution to

the total nuclear heating. Total nuclear

heating in the sixteen TF coils is 4. 20 kW

much lower than the nuclear heating limit of

about 55 kW.
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2. 5 2D Transient Electromagnetic Analysis
in FEB Using COSMOS/M Code

HEKaihui PAN Chuanhong

Key words FEB Plasma disruption Eddy cur-

rents E-M stress

In Tokamak devices,eddy currents are

induced in the structures surrounding the

plasma during electromagnetic transients.

Coupling these currents with the magnetic

field (i. e. static and/or time-varying exter-

nal fields plus the field due to eddy currents

themselves) produces forces in the struc-

tures that may reach magnificent values

when very fast transients,e. g. plasma dis-

ruption, occur. Experimental observations

have revealed that disruptions may be divid-

ed into two chronologically phase. The first

is called the energy quench,also called ther-

mal quench1-1-1, the plasma is cooled down

within approximately 1 ms, most of the

plasma thermal energy is very rapidly lost

towards the first wall. The second is called

current quench, takes about 20 ms. Being

coupling with plasma motion,in both radial

and vertical directions. In FEB design, the

toroidal plasma current will be about 6. 0

MA,so huge eddy currents are induced in

the electrically conductive structures,e. g. in

the first wall, blankets, back plates and

vacuum vessel during plasma disruption,

which together with the magnetic back-

ground field cause volumetric Lorentz

forces, leading to significant mechanical

loading. In order to avoid damage of the

blankets which could lead to leakage of tri-

tium. It is necessary to compute the me-
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chanical stresses in the components and to

optimize the electrical design in such a way

that the stresses will remain in the allowed

range.

The theory used in ESTAR program of

COSMOS/M[2] code is based on the applica-

tion of the potential function theory to

Maxwell equations. Magnetic vector and

scalar potentials are used for two and three-

dimensional analysis, respectively. Two di-

mensional and axisymmetric analysis in ES-

TAR are based on the following equation

_§_( JL §dt + 1 ^
dx\ fX dx p. X

_ 3A _ _
° dy~ J>

For the numerical computation of the

free plasma current evolution, a plasma

model must be chosen. Because the focus of

the analysis presented here is on the effects

of the toroidal resistance of the structure,

only centered disruptions are compared.

This means that the plasma does not move

during the disruption. On the other hand,

the FEB plasma is characterized by a small

elongation and a single null point, for this

reason the vertical displacement event

(VDE) period is expected to be of the order

102~103ms. As a consequence, the VDE ef-

fects may not be taken into account in the

reference plasma disruption, which has a

characteristic time of the order of 10 ms.

Since the motion of the plasma during the

disruption and the wall contact including

halo currents1-3-1 will induce additional strong

forces, corresponding computations are in

progress.
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FEM models of the FEB breeder were

developed. The model for the electromag-

netics comprises (the cross-section of) the

inboard and outboard blankets, plasma, the

shielding layers, the vacuum vessel, all

magnetic background fields but TF field

coils currents, taking into account the real

geometry of the components as far as possi-

ble. Although the electromagnetic coupling

with these components will influence the re-

sults in detail, the general conclusions will

not be changed. According to FEB breeder

conceptual design, we have assumed that

the plasma current is 5. 7 MA and its linear

decay times of the plasma current to zero

are 20 ms,10 ms (for time-scale) , respec-

tively, the main input parameters are as fol-

lowings

(a)First wall thickness 0. 01 m;

( b ) Electric conductivity, first wall,

1.153X106s • n i ^ O i e SS), blankets, 5 X

105 s • m"1 (composite structures), back

plates of blankets,same as FW,vacuum ves-

sel 5. 5X105s • m-Kdouble 316 SS);

(c)The permeability of all materials is

identical, 1. 25663X 10"6.

When plasma decay time is 10 ms,total

toroidal induced eddy current in the conduc-

tive components is 5. 40 MA (at f=10 ms) ,

which is about 94% of the initial plasma

current. The maximum toroidal eddy cur-

rents in the first wall, back, plates and vac-

uum vessel are about 5. 0 MA (at t = 10

ms) , l . 8 MA (at £ = 90 ms),0. 9 MA (at t =

150 ms) , respectively. While the maximum

E-M stress in the first is 18 MPa, The tern-



perature increase produced by Joule heat in

the first wall is not large compared to radia-

tion heat.

When decay time is 20 ms, total

toroidal indcuced eddy current in the con-

ductive components is 4. 90 MA (at £=20

ms),which is about 86% of the initial plas-

ma current. The maximum toroidal eddy

currents in the first wall»back plates and

vacuum vessel are about 4. 5 MA (at £ = 20

ms) , l . 4 MA(at * = 90ms),0. 6 MA (at t =

150 m s ) , respectively. When decay time is

100 ms,total toroidal induced eddy current

in the conductive components is 3. 40 MA at

* = 100 ms,which is about 60% of the initial

plasma current. The time history of the

toroidally induced eddy currents are shown

in Fig. 1. Faster plasma current quench pro-

duces higher eddy current in the first wall

and other electrical conducting structures.
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2. 6 Progress of Fusion Blanket Technology
and Materials Research "gUm,

CN0002838
XU Zengyu

Key words Fusion blanket Technology Mate-

rials

For fusion blanket technology and ma-

terials research,it is focused to pursue the

international advanced technology, and has

been made some progress. The China Fu-

sion Materials Progam has been joined to

the IEA fusion materials implementing a-

greement. This is the second China agree-

ment in IEA after the China Hydro-elec-

tronic Power Technology signed the first of

the China-IEA agreements. It showed that

the China fusion materials research has be-

ing approached the international advanced

level.

Fusion blanket technology research

based on the concepts of liquid metal blan-

ket/self-cooled blanket system. The system

is also as one of candidate blanket systems

in 1998 IEA fusion materials executive com-

mittee meeting. After carried out the MHD

pressure drop for an insulator coating pipe

in uniform magnetic field and in quickly

change magnetic field,the researches are fo-

cused on the investigated into effects of the

microcrack, velocity distribution in duct, 2-

dimensional (2-D) and 3-D MHD pressure

drop. The results of experiments and theo-

ries are briefed as follows.

Microcrack of insulator coating,such as

0. 5 mm in width, may caused double in-
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crease of the MHD pressure drop.

1. For the duct with rectangular cross

section*the flow in the boundary layer is a

jet flow and in the core is a flat flow. Both

flow velocities increase with the Hartmann

mumber M. But, theoretically, the velocity

should decrease with the M increase. The

result will make the theory progress with

the experiments.

2. The correction factor of the 2-D

MHD pressure drop is KZDC0. 018 M~1 / 2),

K2D
== 1-, 5 due to the 2-D velocity distribu-

tion. This explains why the numerical re-

sults of the MHD pressure drop gradient are

lower than that in experiments.

3. The 3-D MHD pressure drop can be

express as

4/>,_ni = (0.11 X 10"3 MaJa^a^v^Bl^1

where oi is conductivity of liquid metal. 60 is

magnetic field flux,t;0 is mean velocity.^ is

conduction ratio,a\ and a0 is a half width of

the bypass and the main pipe at parallel to

the magnetic field direction, respectively.

The calculation results are in good agree-

ment with the data of the experiments.

Part of the results have been or will be

published in Fusion Engineering and De-

sign, Nuclear Technology (in Chinese)and

Fusion Technology.

For fusion materials research, after it

has accomplished this research of electron



irradiated CH-9,316 SS and HR-1 materials

perfomances,it has continuously researched

MeV energy leve's ions irradiated Fe-12Cr-

15Mn alloys and 316 SS materials perfo-

mances. The sample temperature range was

from 200~600 °C The ion energy was 2. 5

MeV (He+ ) and 92 MeV(Ar + ) . The dose

was 3. 2 X 1016 ions • m"2 • s^and 7 X 1015

ions • m~2 • s"1. The fluence was up to 9

dpa and 101 dpa (He+2. 5X 1021 ions • m~2

and Ar+ 1. 7 X 1021 ions • m" 2 ) . The im-

planted amount of He or Ar was 10% of the

incident amount upon materials. The void

swelling rate was 2 % ~ 3 % .

In vanadium alloys studied, with impu-

rity O2 in He cooled gas was carried out the

compatibility study of V-4Cr-4Ti. Oxygen

level was set in 6. 7 vppm and 12 vppm and

the temperature ranged from 450 °C to 600

°C. The rules are obtained of vanadium al-

loy weight increase with experimental time

and temperature.

For plasma facing materials,it is con-

tinued to develop the carbon based materials

(dopted graphite and C/C composites) and

is focused on materials design, improvement

of fabrication technology. Using hot isostat-

ic pressing (HIP) method,heat conductivity

and isotropy in heat transferred are im-

proved. The results are also obsevved from

the chemical sputtering, temperature des-

orption spectrum and thermal shock. It is

clear that the solution phase of TiB2,SiC

suppress to form a bond of C-H and to re-

duce the yield of chemical sputtering and

temperature desorption. The researches

have promoted a progress of properties of

thermal physics of functionally graded ma-

terials W-Cu,Mo-Cu and SiC.

For films of resistant tritium permeat-

ed, the progress was made on 316 SS coated

with SiO2, A12O3, TiN + TiC, TiN + TiC +

SiO2. The thickness of the films are 1 — 3

|xm. After 300 "C heating treatment,the re-

sistant layer of CH^ and OH~ were formed

and the rate of tritium permeated is 1 X

10"" mol • s"1 • m"1 • MPa"1/2 at 605 'C

and 6. 67X10"15 mol • s"1 • m"1 • MPa"1'2

at 220 °C for SiO2 films. This rate of tritium

permeated is two to three orders magnitude

lower than in 316 SS coated with palladium

films.

Up to now,the newly developed alloys

and carbon basic materials and films are as

follows

1. CHT-9,CHT-7, ODS 13 Cr-MoTi +

Y2O3?

2. V-4Cr-4Ti, V-5Cr-4Ti, V-5Cr, Fe-

12Cr-15Mn;

3. GB 102-110, GT 111-115, GBTS

10610,GBTS 10106 graphite?

4. Pitch fabric C/C,Graphite fabric C/

C, composites;

5. 316 SS+SiO2 ,Al2O3 ,TiN+TiC,TiN

+TiC+SiO2 films.

Part of the results has been and will be

presented at China-Japan fission and fusion

materials symposium meeting and ICFRM-8

and ICFRM-9.

All the progress is a result of well col-

laboration of nine universities and institures

of China.
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2. 7 Experimental Investigation of MHD
Effects in a Manifold Circular Pipe®

i mini ii

CN0002839
XU Zengyu PAN Chuanjie WEI Wenhao CHEN Xiaoqiong ZHANG Yanxu

Key words Magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD)

Velocity distribution Three dimen-

sional effects

Manifold effects are one of the critical

issues for liquid metal blanket/self-cooled

blanket system. Although some results have

been carried out by several authors'-1 . Yet

not enough available data can be supplied to

understand the effects of velocity distribu-

tion and three-dimensional pressure drop in

manifold duct. For conveniently analysing

and being installed, the test section is de-

signed as a bypass pipe parallel to main

pipe,and the inlet and outlet of bypass pipe

are vertical to main pipe, and the bypass

pipe is located at out of magnetic field as

Fig. 1 shown. The test section is made from

304 stainless steel pipe. Main pipe inter-di-

ameter 2<20 is 57 mm, wall thichness £w0 is

3. 5 mm,bypass pipe inter-diameter 2<zi is 22

mm. The distance between two joints of dif-

ferent pressure transducer Lo is 600 mm.

The transducer is located at uniform mag-

netic field. The accuracy of pressure trans-

ducer is 0. 25%. The LEVI (Liquid-metal

Electromagnetic Velocity Instrument, from

ANL,USA)is located against side of junc-

tions in the middle of pipe. Average velocity

is measured with electromagnetic (EM) me-

ter, the error is 1. 2%. Loop work fluid is

Na22K78,it is circulated by EM pump. The

operation temperature is 80 °C, maximum

Hartmann number M is 4 100. The Maxi-

mum interaction parameter N is 10000.

About 24% flow rate are going into bypass

pipe in different M,N cases. All data is ac-

quired with 486 Industrial Computer with

12 bit A/D board.
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Fig. 1 Velocity distributions in the center

plane of cross section of pipe in valve 1 opening

case
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The velocity distribution in the center

plane -of the cross section of pipe in manifold

junction region are shown in Fig. 1 for Vl

opening case. It can be seen that the boun-

dary velocity distribution near junction side

is different from that of far from junction

side. In far from junction region,the bound-

ary layer flow is in jet flow and the core

flow is in flat flow. Their core and boundary

velocity distributions are both increase with

Hartmann number M increasing. It is similar

to that of in rectangular duct and it is differ-

ent from theoretical expected valueC3]. MHD

pressure drop experimental results com-

pared with theoretical expected values are

shown in Fig. 2. The solid line showed the

0.10

o.oi
100000

Fig. 2 MHD pressure drop results of theo-

retical values and experimental data in valve 1

opening case under different M

— theoretical values not considered 2 D &. 3 D

effects, theoretical values considered 2 D &. 3 D ef-

fects, B-\. 44 T) • - • 5 = 1. 043 T,

B=1 .95 . Experimental data -. • B = 1. 44 T, M =

2631)O 5 = 1. 043 T,M=1905,5 = l. 95 T,Af =

5364.

theory results in which the 2 D and 3 D

MHD effects are not considered, and the

dash line is the theory results in which the 2

D and 3 D MHD effects are included. It can

be seen that the theory results are well a-

greed with experimental data after consid-

ered 2 D and 3 D MHD effects.

For 3 D effect,it is difficult to exactly

to deduce an expression forma from theory,

but it is possible that the analysis used the

bends results with little modification. As-

suming A/>3Dj directly proportional to A/dB
[l3

or

A/>B = av oB&/2 (1)

A/>3DJ = P^PB (2)

where /? is coefficient,it must be related to

ajao,where a^ and a0 are the radius of main

pipe and bypass pipe, respectively. Also /3

must be a function of Hartmann number M,

because of the velocity distribution strongly

depending on M ( See Fig. 1). From above

analysis and comparing with experimental

data,coefficient /? can be expressed as

/ ?= 1. 1 X 10-< M ajao (3)

If considered 2 D and 3 D MHD pressure

drop effects, the total MHD pressure drop

(A/>T) can be expressed as

ApT = Ape + A/»2D + A/>3DJ (4)

where A^2D is 2 D effect due to different M,

A/>3DJ is 3 D effect due to junction of bypass

pipe,A/>c is MHD pressure drop for liquid

metal flow of non-inertial, non-viscous and

fully-developed in uniform traverse magnet-

ic field.

About 2 D effect, comparing with rect-

angular duct 2 D effect factor™: — K2D
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M 1/2, where K2D approach to b/a {a, b are

two side width of cross section of rectangu-

lar duct),in present conditions A/>2D factor

is taken as —M~Uz as circular pipe a=b~a0

and KZD — 1,O
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2. 8 Activation Energy of Oxidizing
Reaction for Vanadium Alloy

CHENJiming LIU Xiang

Key words Oxidizing reaction Activation energy

The oxidizing process of a metal could

be described as follows; at first oxygen

molecular was adsorbed at the metal surface

and transformed into oxygen atom. Then

the concentration of oxygen at the metal

surface got higher with increasing time and

atom diffused into the metal. At the mo-

ment , the oxygen atom stayed in the posi-

tion of the metal crystal interstice. Here the

state of the metal was supposed as a median

phase. Finally,when the oxygen concentra-

tion got high enough,oxide would be form.

According to the transition phase theory for

chemical reaction, the activation energy

should be the energy to form the median
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phase. And also, according to the available

collision theory of chemical reaction,the en-

ergy should be large enough to damage the

bond between metal atoms in order to form

bond between metal and oxygen atoms. And

also,if the oxide film is thick,then the dif-

fusion of oxygen or other ions should be

taken into consideration. Here,thin film was

discussed.

The interaction between atoms could

be described by interaction potential ener-

gy. The energy is a function of distance be-

tween atoms expressed as

W=-± + A. C1)
r6 ~ -12 V * '

where W is potential energy, r is distance

between atoms,a and b are constant. Since



atom is vibrating all the time, atoms have

both kinetic energy and potential energy.

Two form energies transformed to each oth-

er from this one to that one in an opposite

direction. However,the sum of the energy is

not changeable with the vibration of the

atom and equals to the maximum potential

energy when the kinetic energy equals to ze-

ro. The sum energy is only dependent on the

temperature for a material.

From Eq. (1) it could be seen that for

a potential energy the equation correspond-

ing to two atom to atom distance. So at a

temperature the atom always be vibrating

from one position to another position at

which the potential energy get to the maxi-

mum value. Supposing the corresponding

atom to atom distance is rx and rzir{>r{),

and that is rx for atom in the center of the

vibration, then

1 ,
r2) (2)

and rr is a function of temperature and could

be deduced from the thermal expansion co-

efficient of a material,that is

rT = + A • AT) (3)

where rRT is the rr at room temperature,

which can be, calculated form the crystal

parameter at room temperature. A is the

thermal expansion coefficient. Also from

Eq. ( 1 ) , W has the minimum value when

the atoms don't vibrate. The corresponding

atom-to-atom distance is

2b
a

1/6

(4)

When a material was heated,it absorbs

energy from outside and nearly all trans-

formed into the atom to atom interaction po-

tential energy and atom kinetic energy

stored in the material. Potential energy

could be calculated using Eq. (1) instead

the r with the corresponding,^ and r2. The

absorbed energy could be calculated in

terms of the thermal volume of the materi-

al. So

where Wme.% 2 and WmaJt t are the maximum

potential energy corresponding to the two

temperatures. To simplify the calculating

process,TRX was supposed to be r0. Thus a

and b value could be obtained from Eqs.

(1) , (2) , (3) , (4) , (5). The potential energy

function is thus established.

The diffusion of oxygen atom into the ,

metal crystal interstice would change the vi-

bration of the metal atom. An additional dis-

tance (Ar) would be introduced to the vibra-

tion. Supposing that the center of the vibra-

tion also moves a distance of Ar,the maxi-

mum atom-to-atom distance (rmax)would be

(r 2 +A r ) . Substituting r in Eq. (1) with the

»*max»we get a potential energy increment,

which is thought to be the activation energy

of the oxidizing reaction according to the

transition phase theory. However, if this is

true, the energy should be large enough to

damage the bonds of the metal atoms.

The force between the metal atoms

could describe the bonds of the atoms. The

force is

F - dW = 6 a 12b

dr r7 r13 (6)
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where F has a maximum value at ra. The

force will decrease when r is larger than ra.

So rmax must bigger than n to meet the need

that the energy is large enough to damage

the bonds of the metal atoms. If not,the ac-

tivation energy should be the potential ener-

gy increment that r changes from r2 to rj.

I 7.

1/6

< »

So

pressed

If r

the activation energy

as follows.

max>^d» then

a b
r 6 ' r12
' max ' max

— —

should

r\ r

be

Ti
1

ex-

If rxasi<Lri, t hen

_133o^_ (_^ A) ( 9 )
^ 6766 [ rf^rPJ W

where Qc is the activation energy calculated.

Table 1 listed the calculated results for

some oxides, for comparison, the experi-

mental measured activation energy was also

listed. Obviously, except Fe2O3 the calculat-

ed activation energies are in good accordance

with the experimental ones.

Table 1 The calculated and the experimental activation energies™ for several oxides

Oxide NiO Cr2Os Fe2Os

0. 27(630 K) 1.57—1. 59O?T^873K) 1.47 0.84

Q./eV '0. 3(338~573K) 1. 6O673K) 1.75-2.3 0. 87(723~873 K)

median phase
oxygen atom in

octahedral interstice

oxygen atom in

octahedral interstice

oxygen atom in

octahedral interstice

oxygen atom in

tetrahedral interstice
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2. 9 The Oxidation Behavior of V-4Cr-4Ti in

Flowing Argon Gas at Elevated-Temperature

CHEN Jiming YANG Lin XU Zengyu XU Ying DENG Ying

Key words Vanadium alloy High temperature

oxidation

V-base alloys are attractive materials

for application to the first wall/blanket

structure of a fusion reactor. A major con-

cern regarding to its use is its chemical reac-

tivity at elevated-temperature with the con-

stitution in the cooling gas. The reaction

may result in unacceptable corrosion,oxida-

tion and embrittlement effect even if the

oxygen pressure is fairly low. In this paper,

besides giving the result of V-4Cr-4Ti in

flowing argon gas,the dependence of oxida-

tion rate on temperature and oxygen pres-

sure was discussed.

the material used was V-4Cr-4Ti alloy

in cast state. Specimen size was 6 mm X 8

mm X 2 mm. It was exposed to flowing ar-

gon gas with a flow rate of 15 liter per

hour. The oxygen content of the gas was

6. 7 X 1(T6 and 12. 0 X 1CT6 in volume, re-

spectively. Exposure temperature was 450,

520 and 600 "C. During the experiment a mi-

cro-gram balance was utilized to weigh the

specimen in situ. Finally, the oxidized speci-

men was observed in a scanning electron mi-

croscope and XRD was used to analyze the

structure of the oxide.

The increase in weight of the V-4Cr-

4Ti specimen could be expressed as

W = «*" (I)

where W is. the weight increase in ng/cm?,t

is exposure time in minutes,K and n are con-

stant for certain experimental condition, K

and n values are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 is

the curves of W versus exposure time for

different exposure temperature. The speci-

men had a higher increasing rate at higher

temperature and higher oxygen content. The

n value ranged from 0. 38—0. 79 for the oxi-

dizing experimental conditions. SEM photo

of the oxidized specimen surface showed

that the surface oxide layer was not contin-

ues and so very thin for relatively short ex-

posure time. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analy-

sis revealed that the oxide was V2O2 for the

100 200 300 400 500

Fig. 1 The weight increase of the alloy with time

O 600 'C .A 520 ' C ( 0 450 C.
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Table 1 K,n values of the alloy at different experimental condition

Exposure temperature/'C 450 520 600

Oxygen content/10 * 12

7.35

0.365

12

2.1

0.673

12

2 Q• o

0.79

6.7

7.5

0.56

specimen exposed at 600 °C.

For any oxidizing chemical reaction,the

reaction speed has a relation with exposure

temperature as follow

S = A- e-Jff (2)

where S is the weight increasing rate of a

specimen with exposure time,Q is activation

energy of the chemical reaction which was

found to be 83. 52 kj • mol"1 in this experi-

ment. A,R are constant. However,A would

be changed a little with the difference of

temperature and oxygen pressure. Accord-

ing to the available molecular collision theo-

ry, A could be expressed as

A = P • Zo (3)

where P is a modified factor regarding the

different collision direction. Zo is the total

collision number of the reacted material

molecules per unit area and per unit time.

According to' the gas kinetic theory for the

system of vanadium alloy and oxygen, Zo

could be expressed as

Zo = 3. 513 X 1022 A>2(MT)-1/2 (4)

poz is oxygen pressure. M is oxygen molecu-

lar weight. So oxidizing rate should be li-

nearly proportional to the oxygen content at

a temperature and 5 is

S = 3.513 X 1022P •
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^ 1 / ! . e i (5)

where P could be treated as the sticking co-

efficient for oxygen on vanadium which was

0. 185 in the temperature from 600 "C to 800

"C. In this experiment, as the temperature

was relatively low,so it must be higher than

0. 185 and was supposed to be 0. 3. Thus the

oxidizing rate could be calculated using Eq.

(5). Table 2 listed the calculated results and

the experimental ones. Tt showed that good

accordance was obtained.

Table 2 The calculated oxidizing rate

and the experimental ones

Temperature/'C 450 520 600

Calculated/ftg • cm2 • h"1 3. 5 11. 5 35. 0

Experimenting • cm2 • h~' 3. 3 11. 4 36. 4

Fig. 2 is the dependence of weight in-

crease on exposure time. From the Fig. 2 it

could be concluded that the oxidation had

higher rate for the case oxygen content was

larger. However, if taking a factor of the

oxygen pressure ratio into the oxidizing

rate,the two results got nearly good accor-



200 300
t/min

Fig. 2 The oxidizing rate versus exposure time

for different oxygen content

A Ar + 6. 7X10"6 O,(S.)»# Ar + 12XKTS

O2;A 5=5 ; (12/6. 7).

dance,especially for the exposure time be-

yond 150 min . So the experimental results

also prove that the oxidizing rate is linearly

proportional to the oxygen content.
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2. 10 Thermal Desorption Behaviors of Methane
from Carbon Based Materials

LIU Xing ZHANG Fu XU Zengyu CHENG Jiming

Key words Carbon based materials Thermal

desorption Activation energy

Carbon based materials, such as

graphite (high purity and doped graphite),

carburet (B4C and SiC),and C/C compo-

sites, are being commonly considered as

plasma facing materials. Most carbon based

materials, especially high purity graphite,

have been successfully used in Tokamak

machines in the world. However,high purity

graphite has many limitations, such as

chemical sputtering, tritium retention and

thermal desorption, and radiation enhanced

sublimation. When these carbon atoms come

into plasma,it may result in the annihilation

of plasma. Therefore,it is necessary to im-

prove the property of high purity graphite.

Nowadays,there are two ways can be used.

One is doped graphite, the other is surface

coating. Recently,a series of B,Ti,Si doped

graphie and B4C,SiC coating have been de-

veloped, thermal desorption spectra of B-

doped graphite were measured and the be-

haviors of methane release from B-doped

graphite were also studied1-1-1. As a continu-

ing investigation,in this paper,thermal des-

orption spectra of methane release from

three kind of carbon based materials, TSO

880 U high purity graphite,GB 110 R-doped
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graphite and B4C coating on copper were

studied, the mechanism of methane release

from B-doped graphite was being paid more

attentions to.

Thermal desorption experiment was

carried out in a chemical sputtering facility.

Fig. 1 is the sketch of the chemical sputter-

ing facility,the vacuum chamber consists of

pre-treating room and main chamber. The

main chamber was pumped by a turb-mole-

cular pump and an ion sputtering pump, the

base vacuum degree can be reached to 1 X

10~7 Pa. The pre-treating room and the main

chamber were separated by a high vacuum

gate, the specimen can be transferred from

pre-treating room to main chamber by a

magnetic transporter. The sample holder

can be three dimensional adjusting, the

heater was consisted of three groups of

tungsten wires,and the temperature of the

specimen can be up to 1200 °C ,the tempera-

ture and heating rate can be accurately con-

trolled. In this experiment, an ion gun with

differential pump was used,the ion energy

is 2. 5 keV,the ion current is 5 to 10 f*A,the

implanted hydrogen ions are recorded by a

current register and the fluence is 2 X 1017

ions or 6X 1017 ions. The samples were ISO

880 U high purity graphite, B-doped

graphite GB 110 and B4C coating on copper.

The sample was cut into a disk whose diam-

eter is 10 mm and thickness is 1 mm. The

sample was polished mechanically and

cleaned supersonically, then delivered into

main vacuum chamber from pre-treating

room by magnesium transfer. The specimen
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were gassed out at 1273 K for 2 hours be-

fore hydrogen ions implantation, ions im-

plantation was carried out at room temper-

atur and the partial pressure of hydrogen is

10~5 Pa. After the ion fluence reaches to the

need value,the sample was heated with the

temperature rising rate set up, meanwhile,

the methane signal (mass number 15) was

recorded by QMS.

11

TMP

Fig. 1 Schematic view of a chemical sput-

tering facility

1 — QMSf 2 ion gun; 3 sample; 4

heater15 three dimension movable sample holdert 6.

10 view windows; 7 movable calibrated leak;

8 vacuum gate valve; 9 rotable sample holder;

11 magnetic transporter.

Fig. 2 is the TDS of methane with spec-

imen temperature. On the case of fast heat-

ing condition,it can be found that the tem-

peratures for the peak I are almost same

and have nothing to do with the category of

carbon based materials although the forms

of peak I have some difference. The peak

I was only found in B-doped graphite and

B4C coating,Peak I was only found in high

purity and B-doped graphite and the tem-

perature of peak I for B-doped graphite is



obviously lower than that of high purity

graphite at the same heating rate. The re-

sults mentioned above seem to indicate that

the different releasing peaks of methane are

corresponding to the different microstruc-

ture in the carbon materials.

(a)

(b)

peak I
III

(c)

6X10'7ion

300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200

TA

Fig. 2 Thermal desorption spectra of

methane for different carbon materials

(a)ISO 880 U . 2 X 10" ions,fast heating, (b) GB

110,2 X 10" ions, solid line for fast heating and dotted

line for slow heating, (c)B4C coating on copper, fast

heating.

At first, the results of chemical sput-

tering of graphite suggest that methane

forms in the bulk but not on the surface[2].

As for thermal desorpotion of methane,

many scientists agree with the viewpoints:

the precursors of methane,such as a bound

carbon atom attached with two or three hy-

drogen atoms, are formed during hydrogen

ions implantationC2'3:i. Because carbon atoms

in the materials are in a different binding

state,the formation of CH4 which come from

the precursor CH3 and the neighbor hydro-

gen needs different desorption activation en-

ergy. When a methane molecular is formed

as a consequence of the precursor CH3 at the

internal pore surface reacted with a neigh-

bor hydrogen atom and desorbed through

the internal channels of graphite by free dif-

fusion, the process need rather small activa-

tion energy. It should correspond to the case

of peak I . According to this viewpoint,the

temperature of peak I should be not a mat-

ter of the category of carbon materials, but

have something to do with the porosity of

the materials, which have been proved in

our experiments (see Fig. 2) and is also the

reason of the different shape of peak I for

three kind of carbon based materials. Chiu

and Haasz have successfully explained the

relation between the releasing yield of

methane and the category of graphite and

the ion flux density by similar viewpointr4].

In fact, Morita and Yamawak obtained an

apparent desorption activation energy of hy-

drogen nearly the same position as peak I

-Ed = 40 kj • mol~ l,they suggest of that the

process would correspond to free diffusion

of hydrogen in the pore of graphite1-5-1.

As to the prominent peak I ,many au-

thors suggest of that the desorption of

methane maybe correspond to the carbon
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atoms reacted with trapped hydrogen atoms

in the lattices'-2'5-1. For high purity graphite,

an activation energy 160 — 230 kj • mol"1

was obtained. In present experiment, the

temperatures of peak I are 1070 K and

1030 K for. high purity and B-doped

graphite,respectively. The activation energy

of B-doped graphite is 140 kj • mol~\ The

decrease of desorption activation energy of

methane come from the reduction of trap-

ping energy of hydrogen in the lattice owing

to the presence of boron in solid solution.

As to peak I for B-doped graphite,the

activation energy was evaluated as 70 kj •

mol -S the peak temperature was 723 K.

Comparing with thermal desorption spectra

of high purity and B4C coating,we can see

that the peak I only appear on the TDS of

B-doped graphite and B4C coating. Accord-

ing to the literature1-6-1, a maximum boron

content of approximately 2% atoms can be

dissolved in the graphite matrix while addi-

tional boron forms boron carbide (B4C) pre-

cipitates. Similar results have been obtained

in the XPS and EDR analysis of the boron

doped graphite developed by our group'-7-'.

Taking the experimental results of TDS of

B4C by Gotoh,et al. M fo r reference,we pos-

tulated that this peak corresponded to ther-

mal desorption of methane in the B4C pre-

cipitates of boron doped graphite.

In a word,the thermal releasing behav-

iors of methane in B-doped graphite can be

divided into three processes: (1) Methane

forms at the internal pore surface and freely

diffuses through the internal channel of the

graphite; (2) Methane forms by the chemi-

cal reaction between the hydrogen atoms

trapped in B4C precipitates and carbon

atoms from B4C compounds; (3) Methane

forms in the matrix lattices and desorbs by

bulk diffusion.
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3 Plasma Theory and Calculation

CN0002843

3-1 Nonlinear Binding Force Between
Charged Particles®

ZHOU Hailin

Key words Nonlinear binding force Wave-parti-

cle interaction Statistical theory

The theoretical discovery of Landau

damping1-1-' may be of concern to the study of

the fundamental constituents of matter and

the nature of the interactions between

them. From the physical point of view, all

matter consists of particles interacting with

each other. We know that between two

charges at rest there is a coulomb force

which is inadequate for description of phe-

nomena on a small scale. Then, in addition

to coulomb force, is there an unknown force

between particles? The origin of the myste-

rious force is referred to as a puzzle of all

modern physics. Author has found that

there is a nonlinear binding force between

perturbed charged particles based on

BBGKY hierarchy equations and second-or-

der perturbed theory. This force involves

both an attractive term and a repellent

term,and changes with the temperature and

density of particles and their perturbed fre-

quency. If kinetic energy of particles is ex-

tremely high or their perturbed frequency

extremely low,the nonlinear force between

positive charges or between negative

charges demonstrates an attraction with ex-

ponential decay. Tt may be of concern to the

fundamental constituents of matter and the

nature of the interactions between them.

We now start the derivation by demon-

strating that it is always possible to find the

interactions between perturbed particles. Tn

the BBGKY hierarchy equations1-2-1, we di-

rectly consider a joint distribution function

of two particles and express it as a simple

product of two single-particle distribution

functions. It is not difficult then to find that

this BBGKY equation can be reduced to two

kinetic equations for the single-particle dis-

tribution function and two-particle coulomb

(D This is a brief introduction to the theoretical discovery of binding force presented at the First General
Assembly of Asian Plasma and Fusion Association joint with the Third Asia Pacific Plasma Theory
Conference
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operator can be involved in each one. There-

fore, we can use the following kinetic equa-

tion to study the interactions between parti-

cles

L.f.=-lLE.dl± (1)

where Lj = 3/3 t + v • V ,e-, and rrtj are the

charge and mass of the j th species. The

perturbed field acting upon one particle can

be taken as spherically symmetric form

E = r E (r)exp[— i(cot — kr)~\ (2)

where E ( r ) = ey/r2, co and k are the per-

turbed frequency and wave vector, respec-

tively. Here, the distribution funcitions are

assumed to be symmetric with respect to in-

terchange between the coordinates of any

two particles. The general kinetic equation

describing the wave-particle interaction can

be expressed as

3/r'
dv

(3)

where f)l) is given by the linearized equation

of Eq. (1). From the moments of Eq. (3 ) ,

we found that there is a nonlinear force be-

tween two charged particles which are per-

turbed rather than at restC3]

A X.2

n-F- —•
(4)

i£,)8

where Cj = &»/v 2 kvj, Xfj = Opj/v 2 kv,, v, —

j . The most interest-

ing point is that this nonlinear force,which

is called as the binding force associated with

the nature of matter, involves an attractive

term and a repellent term. They strongly
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depend on the temperature of the particles

and their perturbed frequency and density.

It is evident that the binding force is coming

from the perpetual motion of particles, at-

tracting each other when they are a little

distance apart, but repelling upon being

squeezed into one another. Such character

involved in Eq. (4) is consistent with the

nature of matter. By this binding force,any

two particles could never occur in a space

point simultaneously.

Let us make the following considera-

tion. When the temperature of particles is

extremely high or their perturbed frequency

is extremely low,then £,• is very small. We

may obtain from the dispersion relation that

2x\j — — 1»i. e. kj: = v 4 ^ n ; o / T y , When £,• is

taken as 1/2 R, this relation can be ex-

pressed as

R =12 Ne2j/Tj (5)

where,we have used the relation of nj=ZN/

47r/?3,and N is the charged particle number

in this limited sphere. This relation indicates

that the space scale of this force is deter-

mined by the temperature of the particles

rather than their mass. When the tempera-

ture of particles is extremely high then the

particles can be bound in a very small

space. In the limit of f; = 0,Eq. (4) can be

simplified as

e2 R2 r \

However,^, is not equal to zero. In the case

of small £;,the first term of Eq. ( i ) is si ill

dominant, while the second term only pro-

vides a smaller contribution. The repellent



force term increases with the increase of £,-.

For example, we consider two species of

particles with different mass, electrons and

protons,if their temperature and perturbed

frequency are approximately equal, then the

binding force between electrons is bigger

than that between protons. On the basis of

this binding force rather than the uncertain-

ty principle,there seems unable to repel the

possibility of electrons localized in atomic

nuclei. It is worth noting that Eq. (4) and

the dispersion relation constitute a complete

description for the nonlinear force. The per-

turbed field is described by three quantities,

i. e. the perturbed frequency, the real and

imaginary parts of the perturbed wave vec-

tor. The three parameters are required to

satisfy the dispersion relation. In addition,

since physically observable quantities must

be real, so the imaginary part occurred in

the right-hand side of Eq. (4) would provide

a constraint equation containing trigonomet-

ric functions. As a result,the perturbed fre-

quencies may be expected to be discontinu-

ous.

Finally, we consider the case of large

fy. It corresponds to the case when the tem-

perature of charged constituents is extreme-

ly low or their perturbed frequency and den-

sity are very high. The dispersion relation

may be solved with the aid of numerical

computation. In the case of large f;,the con-

tribution from the second term in the right-

hand side of Eq. (4) becomes dominant,es-

pecially for electrons. The binding force be-

tween electrons would appear as repellent

one when the matter is in an extremely low

temperature or high frequency perturba-

tion. It may be associated with low tempera-

ture superconductivity, etc.

In conclusion, it has been found that

between two charged particles there is a

nonlinear force which may be greater than

the coulomb repulsion when their distance is

small enough, and Landau damping is the

necessary condition for the existence of this

nonlinear force. The nonlinear binding force

involves either attraction or repulsion, so

the uncertainty principle seems to be in-

volved in it. The behavior of particles on a

small scale is dominated by the nonlinear

force . It is why the behavior of matter on a

small scale is different from that on large

scale. Some other information related to the

nature of matter,such as the binding energy

between particles, is also expected to be

found from the second-order moment equa-

tion of Eq. (4). Finally,it is worth pointing

out that the nonlinear force given in Eq. (4)

is applicable to different charged con-

stituents on different space scales, and pos-

sesses some peculiarities unlike coulomb

force. Nuclear forces may be expected to be

such nonlinear forces. Furthermore, such

forces can still exist in between two sepa-

rate bunches with no excess charges,so the

machinery behind gravitation may also be

involved with it[4].
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3. 2 Preface of "Magnetic Confinement
Fusion:Principles and Practice"0

SHI Bingren

The writing of this book is finished at

the time when the author has engaged in the

fusion research for 40 years and he hopes

that this can be seen as a small gift to cele-

brate the 50th aniversary of the founding of

our great motherland. As is wellknown that

the exploration of the fusion energy is ex-

tremely important for the maintaince and

development of the civilization of the human

being. On the one hand»the fusion energy

resource is so plenty that it amounts for

several thousands times of all other kinds of

energy storages together in the earth . It can

maintain human's life to provide enough

electricity and hydrogenic fuels in the future

handred milion years. Its exploration is so

difficult on the other hand,however* large-

scale fusion research activity worldwidely

has been carried out for more than 40 years

and only recently, the fundamental

knowhows and necessary technology have

been acquired for designing and building an

experimental reactor like the ITER. It

should be indicated that this is only the first

step of a series of huge chanllenging scien-

tific and engineering efforts including the

DEMO fusion reactor and the commercial

fusion reactor each of which needs at least

20 years R &• D period to build the necessary

basis. Economically competative reactors

need even longer time. Large scale applica-

tion of fusion energy could be realized in the

medium age of the 21th centure. This does

not mean that huge developing countries

like China can wait, on the contrary, she

should support such kind of research for a

period of a few generations to make her con-

tribution to realize the peaseful use of fu-

sion energy. China has relatively fewer

petroleum resources so that for the long

term sustainable construction and to raise

people's life level, the need for energy is a

® This book,about 500 k Chinese charaters,will be published by the Atomic Energy Press in 1999
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major concern. Despite to great extent to

continue use coal (assuming an annual out-

put of 3 b tons and 300 GW of electric ca-

pacity)and natual gas,to devepope more ef-

fectively the hydrolic power (assuming 150

GW of electric capacity),it still has at least

a half shortage of total energy need. The on-

ly possible way to solve is to develop the re-

newable energy resources,within which,the

most favourble one is the fusion energy,

other is the solar energy.

There are two basic appraoches in the

exploration of peaceful use of fusion ener-

gy. In this book we only present the ma-

gnetic confinement fusion (MCF), the oth-

er appraoch,the inertial confinement fusion

( ICF) , is quite different from the former

one both physically and technologically. I

hope experts in the ICF field will write their

books. Even for MCF,I should restrict my-

self to summarize results of physcical re-

search only. Undoubtedly, any progress

made in MCF relies on corresponding tech-

nology largely. I also hope experts of fusion

technology will write their books. According

to many year's practice of MCF,the toka-

mak and stellarator are thought to be most

hopeful so that I mainly present relevant re-

sults in these fields. The approaches like

mirrors, reversed field pinches (RFP) and

spherical tokamaks are presented very sim-

ply. There are no pages for another ap-

proaches which had exibited in MCF histori-

cally. The mirror had been an important ap-

proach and there are detailed presentations

in publications. Recently,this approach loss

its momentum because it is still in an early

principly exploration stage and not seen as

an hopeful one by the fusion community.

The RFP had been taked as an important al-

ternative,but up to date,there are still some

small scale research work. No remarkable

progress in this field is foreseen. The spher-

ical torus is actually a special tokamak, now

is taked as a spectacular alternative. Tt is al-

so still in small scale exploration, more im-

portant and essential progress should be

made by next generation devices now in

construction. The tokamak, though several

problems are still challenging, has entered

in the stage of possibly construcing experi-

mental reactors. The stellarator, having ad-

vantages in steady state operation and in

disruption-free operation, had made great

progress recently. It is foreseen that the

stellarator may become an improvement of

tokamak, its practical progress is only one

step behind the tokamak.

In the first three chapters I present the

fundamental principles. For readers who do

not have much plasma physics knowhows,

they can read these three chapters to grasp

the basic situation in MCF. From the Ch. 4

to Ch. 8,1 present fundamental knowledge

about the magnetic configuration, the

macroscopic motion,the plasma keneticthe

plasma-surface interaction and the heating

and current drive. These chapters construct

the part of "principle" of this book. From

Ch. 9 to Ch. 11,the experimental results are

presented. The Ch. 12 is for reactor plasma

physics. These chapters construct the part
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of " practice". A complete MCF program

should include fusion physics (theory and

experiment), the fusion technology* the fu-

sion material development and fusion nucle-

ar technology and the "experimental re-

search"should include the diagnostics. I can

not present all these due to my very limited

knowledge both in intension and extension

so that only fusion physics is involved*even

not including the plasma diagnostics. Even

so, I still feel that the relevant content is

too wide and deep to present in a limited

book. Though this book is of fundamental

character,to understand the main part,pro-

fessional and theoretic knowledge are need-

ed. This may be the same problem encoun-

tered by other authors to present plasma

physics.

When I just ending my writing, with

deep sorrow I heard that my teacher,one of

the founder of China's fusion program, an

Academician,Prof. HU Jiming is past,Prof.

CN0002844
HU is the first person leading myself to the

road to do MCF research for which I never

feel sorry,instead,I always feel proud. T also

deeply miss another teacher, an Academi-

cian, Prof. WANG Chengshu,I had been in

the division led by her and accepted much of

her upmost solisitude and guidence. Her de-

votion in scientific activity and selfless in

personality is so moving that people familiar

with her would miss her for ever. The au-

thor also thanks old generation people very

much as Academician, Prof. LI Zhengwu,

Prof. SUN Xiang,Prof. DING Houchang,A-

cademician QIAN Gaoyun, they have not

only great learning, but also great moral

personality to make people know how to

work and live. I also would like to extend

my thanks to China Nuclear Science Foun-

dation and China National Science Founda-

tion and also the leading group of SWTP for

their supports.

3. 3 Local Charge Separation and Electric
Drift During Plasma Fueling

SHI Bingren

Key words Charge separation Asymmetric fu-

eling Electric drift

In this letter,we discuss an important

process relevant to the Tokamak fueling.

When a neutral particle is ionized and then
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trapped by magnetic field,the ion and elec-

tron will gyrate in opposite directions. In

fact, this is a special polarization: the elec-

tron and the ion is separated by a distance

S— 4- ~ _ ™;CV pi

where vQi is the velocity of the injected neu-



tral particle. For case shown in Fig. 11 ions

shift downward in regiori\where neutrals are

ionized,this corresponds to a charge separa-

tion that positive charges accumulate-in the

lower region of the torus whereas negative

charges (electrons) in the upper. If the in-

jected neutrals have energies of several eV,

for typical Tokamak parameters CB = 2. 5 T

as example ) , this polarization displacement

is about 4 X 10~3 cm. The newly produced

ions and electrons locate in different mag-

netic surfaces so that they can not be 'neu-

tralized' automatically. The plasma will be

eventually neutralized as a whole by other

mechanisms. One possible mechanism is the

parallel current driven by electric field. Con-

crete mechanism depends on the details of

the fueling. Now we consider in general the

macroscopic effect of such kind of charge

separation. The rate of plasma density pro-

duction is nen0 (0o)i, assuming n0 (ao>,• = 102

s -1 ,for medium high plasma density as ne =

2X1013 cm"3,the rate of surface charge sep-

direction of
injection

injection region

Fig. 1 Charge separation in uni-directional

MBI injection

The magnetic field is direct inward into the paper.

aration is about 8X 1012 cm 3 • s l. If these

surface charges can maintains in some local

region for time of order 10~6 s,the residue

surface charge can be as large as (8X106) X

(4. 8X10"10)cgse • cm""3. To calculate the

electric field produced by these charges,we

use the plate capacitor formula

E± (V • cm"1) = 4K X 300<T (2)

The local electric field perpendicular to the

magnetic field is then Ej_ = 0.144 V * cm"1.

The electric drift produced by this electric

field is

• s-1) =cE,/B =
(3)

and the corresponding electric drift velocity

is 5. 2 m • s~Sor 0. 52 cm • ms"1 which is

an observable one in experiment. It can be

seen that in practical case, more stronger

charge separation is possible.

More restrict analysis can be carried

out by using the plasma fluid equation with

neutral beam momentum included

Consider relevant processes;the term on the

left hand side is the inertial effect, its cha-

racteristic time is the Alfven time; on the

other hand,the polarization takes place in a

time of the ion gyration period which is

much shorter than the former one. This

means that the main macroscopic effect of

ionizing a neutral beam is to produce a per-

pendicular current (similar to the Hall cur-

rent)



J±= ^ i cnen0(au)i (5)

We assume that the neutral beam is injected

in ( — /?) direction,then the current./x will

be in (—ez) direction. The charge separation

rate is determined by the divergence of this

current

V • j\= ^ [ « e (6)

It can be seen that the total charge separa-

tion consists of two parts: one is from dn0/

dz,i. e. ,from the locality of injection which

mainly producing surface charge; the other

is from the nonuniformity of the back

ground plasma. The later would produce a

volume charge. Assuming a simple Tokamak

configuration: the concentric toroids, we

have

—\_ne(ao)ln0~] =nofo.
(7)

(«e<cru>i) +ne(<rv);dnQ/dz

In above equation,we assume the ionization

rate is only a function of minor radius.

If neutral injection is symmetric about

the equatorial plane,what happened is that

in same magnetic surface,the total charge in

upper half of the equatorial plane is equal to

that in lower half plane. In this case,a paral-

lel current can neutralize the charge separa-

tion and the residue charge would be very

small. A similar example is the charge sepa-

ration due to the magnetic drifts of the back

ground plasma which is symmetric about

the equatorial plane. In this case, using the

continuity of the total current (V • j = 0) ,it

can be demonstrated that the net effect is

the neoclassical MHD diffusion. Charge sep-
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aration due to the above-mentioned ioniza-

tion of neutral beam is much smaller than

that due to magnetic drifts so that only the

asymmetric injection is important. The HL-

1M MBI case is such an example1-1-5.

Analyzing a case shown in Fig. 2 • as-

sume that the neutral beam has the follow-

ing profile

«0(.r) = wo(<z)exp( — AJT) (8)

where A is the characteristic length for ion-

ization of the neutrals, x is the distance of

point considered along the ( — R) axis from

the boundary of the plasma column

x=>Jaz - Z 2 - \ / r 2 - Z 2

(9)

= v<z2 — r2sin2# —rcosd

In Eq. (7), the first term on the right hand

side represents the volume charge which e-

quals to

d r , > -i f -. d
d r (10)

:-Ax)

If the neutral density is only a function of

x, then at positions with same .r, excepting

the beam edge, we have dno/dz — 0. This

Fig. 2 Illustration of asymmetric MBI injection



means that the charge is a surface charge. In

present example, .r depends on z so that

3n0 dn0 dx dn0

3z dx dz dx

rs'md (11)
4- tani?

_\laz -rzsin20

At last, at the upper edge of the injected

neutrals, there is a discontinuity of the

above value, corresponding to a negative

surface charge.

The total net charge in a selected ma-

gnetic surface would be proportional the fol-

lowing integral

exp( (12)

It is obvious that for asymmetric injection,

the above integral does not equal to zero.

Departing from restrict analysis, now

we proceed with an estimate of order of

magnitude. The essential is the mechanism

of charge neutralization. The parallel motion

of electrons is the most effective one com-

pared to motion across the magnetic field

lines. For case where the total charge is not

zero at the same magnetic surface,the paral-

lel motion of electrons can make uniform

the charge distribution,in other word,mak-

ing the magnetic surface an equipotential

one. Consider an area ZpXlj,where / P , /T rep-

resenting the poloidal and the toroidal

length respectively. Using S«e to denote the

net surface charge density ,we obtain

ddne _
V T dt -<xne.

Iplr Po; — 2dnevJp (13)

here a representing the ratio of unneutral-

ized charge in one surface. The equilibrium

condition for this charge is

dne = ancno(<TV),poi -r^- (14)

where vte is the thermal velocity of back

ground electron. Due to uncertainties of da-

ta,we do not use exact parameters .instead»

we consider the case when the total plasma

density increases during injection, implying

that

«,«o<w>i XnJr.W/V,

where V and Vi being the volume of the

plasma and the region where injection hap-

pens. This gives that noiou)C>T^1 V/V t ,as-

suming the particle confinement time ^ = 50

ms,and a ratio of volume mentioned above

of 10 ,we obtain n o <w)i>2 X 102. This re-

sults in

(dnjnj = 1 . 2 Xl ( r 1 0 a

where we have taken lj = R, a reasonable

substitution for practical observation. The

order of magnitude of the quantity at the

right hand side of Eq. (15)is about 10~7a.

For «e = 2X1013crn"3,we have 8ne«s2X10fi a

cm"2. From Eq. (2),the strength of perpen-

dicular electric field will be 3. 6 a V • cm"1.

Correspondingly, the electric drift velocity

will be greater than 10 a cm • ms"1. Tf the

ratio of unneutralized charge is greater than

0. 1, an electric drift larger than 1 cm •

ms"1 would happen. The relevant effect is

really observable in experiment. In the IIL-

1M MBI experiment,an inward drift of 1~~6
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cm • ms"1 was clearly observed*in quite a-

greement with our analysis.
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3. 4 A Note on Classification of ICRF
Fast and Slow Waves

SHI Bingren

Key words Ion cyclotron wave Fast wave

Slow wave

Concept of the ion cyclotron resonant

heating in the straight section of a stellara-

tor was first suggested by StixCl] using the

ion cylotron wave mode. Frequency of this

mode,referred as the "slow wave", is a lit-

tle lower than the ion cyclotron frequency.

When this wave propagates toward region

of stronger magnetic field, it suffers a

strong damping called the effect of "magne-

tic beach". For Tokamak or other system

with non-uniform magnetic field, Stix has

shown that only another branch of wave

with frequency higher than the ion cyclotron

frequency can propagate into the central re-

gion of plasma,this branch is referred as the

fast wave1-1'2-1. Ref. \_2~] is considered as the

fundamental base for ICRF heating study.

Later, classifications on the fast and slow

waves from solutions of the general disper-
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sion relation makes some confusion with the

above ones. Here we try to clarify them.

The wave propagation in a non-uniform

plasma can be well described by the disper-

sion relation of a cold plasma. For waves of

frequency much lower than the elctron

cyclotron's, including the ICRF and the LH

waves, corresponding dispersion relation

has the following from

S—N* -iD N±NZ

iD S—Nz 0 = 0 (1)

!±NZ 0 P-N2
±

with

colS 1 X) WZ I

(1)

4
where <ovs,Ot are the plasma frequency and

the cyclotron frequency of the 5-spcies, re-

spectively. For waves with <y<SCwpe,including

the ICRF and the LH waves widely used in



Tokamak heating and current drive experi-

ments , we have P^$> N2 and the dispersion

relation (1) can be simplified to a 4th order

algebric equation,and two solutions are

CS -NIY -D2
x~ s-m (3)

(4)

Generally, the mode described by solution

(3) is classified as the fast wave while(4) as

the slow wave. The former is used for the

ICRF heatings while the later for LHCH.

The question here is that in Stix's clas-

sification, both the fast wave and the slow

wave are all solutions of equation (3) » their

difference depends only on the wave fre-

quency, compared to the ion cyclotron fre-

quency, the higher one is the fast wave

while the lower one is the slow wave. It

then becomes obvious that solution (4) has

never been involved in Stix's discussion.

This is what we would like to clarify.

Solution (3) can be rewritten as

N2
X=

S-N*
(5)

with

(6)

<*>'
(7)

It indicates that there are regions of two

cut-offs defined by R = N2 and L = N2 and

one resonance defined by S — Ni respective-

ly. This resonance is referred as the Alfven

resonance, implying that the perpendicular

wavenumber becomes infinite when the

wave approaches this region. Do not confuse

with the ion particle resonance.

For one ion component plasma,the fol-

lowing solution can be obtained from Eq.

(5)C1.2]

where K and «„ are the wavenumber and its

parallel component, respectively. It is. seen

that the wave frequency is lower than the

ion cyclotron one, its polarization is the

same as the ion's gyration (left-hand) so

that Stix suggested to use it to heat the

plasma ions. This branch can not propagate

deeply into the Tokamak plasma and can

not be used as heating mode. For two com-

ponent ion plasma such as that composed of

majority deuterons and minority protons,let

the wave frequency equal to the second har-

monic of deuteron's cyclotron frequency* it

can propagate into the central Tokamak re-

gion and to heating the hydrogen ions be-

cause of their gyrations agrees with the

wave polarization. This is the scenario of

two ion component heating widely used in

Tokamak ICRF heatings.

As summary, we clarify that the slow

wave in ICRF heating is also the solution of

the fast wave dispersion relation but its fre-

quency is lower than the ion cyclotron fre-

quency. For single ion component plasma,

only the wave with frequency higher than

the ion frequency can propagate so that har-

monic heating scenario should be used. For
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two ion component plasma, we should dis-

tinguish case of minority heating and case

with comparable ion species,such as the D»

T burning plasmas where some hybrid reso-

nance could exist. All these problem have

been studied in detail in references.
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3. 5 The Sawtooth Like Electron Density
Oscillations under LBO and LHCD

in HL-1M Tokamak

JIAOYiming ZHOU Yan DENG Zhongchao GAO Qingdi

Key words Density sawtooth like oscillation

LHCD Impurity

Experiments of many Tokamaks have

shown that the sawtooth oscillations of elec-

tron density can be used to study the parti-

cle behaviors of central plasma. Density

sawteeth have been observed and studied on

the HL-1 Tokamak. In recent HL-1M ex-

periments, a new kind of density sawtooth-

like has been observed during LHCD dis-

charge with a six-channel FIR laser interfer-

ometer, which has been also observed in

such as soft, hard X rays and bolometer,

with the co-time oscillation signals. This
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kind of sawtooth-like electron density oscil-

lation does not caused by the general m = 1

instability,there is no sawtooth inversion in

the X ray signals. An available mechanism is

submitted in this paper,and a simple analy-

sis is made.

1 Impurity accumulation and saw-

tooth observation

HL-1M is a modification of HL-1 Toka-

mak[1] with R = l. 02 m,a = 0. 26 m , B , < 3

T , / P < 3 5 0 k A , n c = ( l ~ 8 ) X 1 0 1 9 m - 3 , r o ( 0 )

= 0. 5 — 1. 2 keV and pulse duration % l s

for normal operations. The LHCD system

(with a power of up to 0. 85 MW) was em-



ployed to study confinement and current

drive, and a laser blow-off technique was

used to observe the impurity transport. The

six-channel FIR interferometer1-2-1, soft X-

ray, multi-channel bolometer and Ha are

used to study of sawtooth activity.

Impurity accumulation and the density

sawtooth-like oscillation were observed for

laser blow-off in LHCD plasma discharges

with LHW power about 0. 3 MW and a rela-

tively high q*(qa>7),lower plasma current

(7p<100 kA) ,lower electron density (n e <3

X1013 cm"3). This relatively small injection

power was added mainly for the central cur-

rent drive and an improved confinement.

The evolution of line integrated electron

density,as well as the soft X-ray ,bolome-

ter and Ha during a typical HL-1M density

sawtooth-like discharge with 7P=95 kA,j5 t

= 2. 27 T,n e = 2. 6X1013 cm-3,ga = 7. 9. In

plasma current flat top phase at t =200 ms,

laser blow-off has been employed to inject

LiF + C into plasma,and at £ = 324 ms the

LHW system is supplied with power 310

kW. 10 ms later, sawtooth oscillation ap-

pears on ne,SX Ho and bolometer. The den-

sity sawtooth-like period is 14 ms and fits

well with it on soft X-ray. The sawtooth

collapse time is about 1 ms, Arce/?te ̂  7 %.

The signals of bolometer and Ho observed

anti-sawtooth and delay about hundreds of

jus. On X-ray diode signals no sawtooth in-

version was observed. After LHCD was ter-

minated at £ = 420 ms,the sawtooth oscilla-

tion disappeared.

As an explanation of the experiment re-

sults , here we propose a mechanism that

when the impurity central accumulation gets

a relative high concentration (for example

up to several percent has been built)and a

peaked impurity profile,perhaps,some little

perturbation would make the profile crash

and amount of impurities suddenly outward

across the magnetic surface like a

snowslide. The magnetic field turbulence is

intensive,perhaps it can get -g-~10~2 as the

turbulence in q — 1 sawtooth relaxation and

in RFP,which much larger than that gener-

al measured in plasma edge (about 10~4 —

10~5). Follows, based on the assumption

above,we take the loss of the fast electrons

by magnetic field turbulence into account.

The analysis shows that this loss mecha-

nism can make the electron density decrease

about 5%~7%,i t fits well to HL-lM's ex-

periment results.

2 Losses of superthermal electrons
For many Tokamak discharges .because

the characteristic time of the superthermal

electron radial loss is much shorter than

that of electron collissional time, the su-

perthermal electrons in the tail of the velo-

city distribution will lose rapidly, and after

depletion of the tail,the distribution will al-

most form an empty tail and an ambipolarity

electron field will read. Electrons move in-

trinsically faster than ions along the field

lines. A radial potential thus has to be set

up to enforce ambipolarity of the particle

losses. The outward radial velocity is
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br 2eCH l/2

where v \\ is the absolute value of velocity a-

long the lines,<w — — ,VTe=.l— is the ther-

mal velocity,and

,U =
r

T (-Y

where J£A is the ambipolar electric field and

Ar is the radial deviation of electron,where

A r ~ ^ L c , a n d Lc~2nqR is the connective

length of a full toroidal circulation.

The perturbation field is due to several

different mechanisms, and its structure is

unknown. Under the reasonalble assump-

tion that the spectrum of the perturbation is

broad and nearly constant,the magnetic per-

turbation term can be written as

1 d 3f ,
— frrD" •*£, where Dir

,and rc =

is the characteristic time of the random

walk. This expression is the appropriate one

for superthermal electrons. Because the ve-

locities of ions are
m-,

1/2

smaller, the ion

diffusion coefficient is negligible.

For a simply analysis,we use an one-di-

mensional treatment of velocity parallel to

the magnetic field and a correction factor for

the two-dimensional effect of velocity

space. The Fokker-Planck equation for the

fast electrons (|cti |^>l) in the presence of

the Ohmic DC electric field and without tak-
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ing the radial diffusion effect into account

can be written as

3 <o

~T~ d(O o3 da)• coz

The ratio of the amplitude of the densi-

ty crash can now be predicted as well as the

duration of the collapse. From equation

above and ignoring the DC electric field we

can get

An
n.

/(aOdo. + 1/
n e J -oo J x\

J —o

/1/2

CO,

In the derivation of the formulation, we

have assumed that Xe>l and o{>xl/2. Tn the

equation above, the first term comes from

the loss of background electrons ,which de-

termined mainly by the value of &>that is

mainly by the values of the perturbation of

magnetic field and the electron tempera-

ture, and the other terms are the additional

loss of the fast electrons carrying current.

By taking the basic parameters of HL-

1M Tokamak and assuming that EA = 1 ~ 2

V • m~1,g = l~2 ,and -H*=»10

Xe / 2

can get

2 ~ 4 . Taking W1«K3,(W2
J:*=:9'we obtain

that the background loss is about 3%~5%»

and the loss of the fast electrons carrying

current is about l % ~ 3 % , t h e total loss ^r1

nc

is about 5% to 7%,which fits well with ex-

periment results on HL-1M.



3 Conclusion and discusion

During LHCD and laser blow-off opera-

tion in HL-1M device, we are wondered

how the effective effects between the injec-

tive waves and the impurities cause the saw-

tooth like electron density oscillations. Us-

ing Landau damping,the mutual effects be-

tween the waves and the plasma electrons,

the fast electrons current carrying drive a

non-induced plasma current. Many reports

show that the sawtooth instabilities of m = \

mode can be suppressed by LHCD. But in

our experiments, the so-called density saw-

tooth oscillation under LHCD is a new kind

of sawtooth,its period is about 5 ~ 7 times

longer than that of 9 = 1 soft X-ray oscilla-

tions. In the same discharge condition with-

out the laser blow-off there is not obviously

sawtooth on all measurement signals and

the line-average electron density has a

slightly increase. When laser blow-off is em-

ployed, impurities are put into the plasma

and the sawtooth oscillations appear, the

density has not obviously increase. Lower

hybrid current drive has an impact on the

plasma confinement, its feature is the im-

proved confinement. The mutual effect of

LHCD and impurities causes such density

oscillation, JH 111| || || 11| | 1 |
CN0002847
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3-6 A Four-fluid Model and Analysis of
m = l Internal Kink Instability®

QUHongpeng GAO Qingdi SHI Bingren

Key words Four-fluid model Internal kink mode

Instability

Starting from the four-fluid equation

which can simply and effectively describe

the motion of trapped particles, we derive

the eigenmode equations and the dispersion

relation for m = \ internal kink mode. We

find that the trapped particles effects have

substantial influence on m = l internal kink

<£ Supported by Nuclear Industry Science Foundation of China (Y7197CO315)
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mode in the core plasma with and without

high-energy alpha particles.

To derive the eigenmode equations in

transition layer,we rewrite the Maxwell e-

quations, V • E = 4ne(ni — ne) and V X B =

(47t/c) j as V • j±+B • VCj \\/B) — 0 and

— V2u A = (4TT/C) j± under the quasineu-

trality condition, where j \\ and j± are the

parallel and perpendicular component of

perturbed plasma current density respec-

tively. The dependence of j \\ andj± on the

perturbed electrostatic potential 9J and vec-

tor potential A is determined by the plasma

response properties, which are described by

four-fluid model1-1-1

dvu

~

Xfl) (1)

Then, by tedious but straightforward alge-

bra operation, we obtain the eigenmode e-

quations for m — 1 internal kink mode

dx2 ^ a>rR 2s n

(2)

dx &>rE r\

u>\ A dx2 dx2

where, f is the radial displacement, W — —

—Fr,x = , ri is the minor radius of q==

1, magnetic surf ace, w2. A = eo2
A/(l-)-K -^j) ,coA

is the Alfven frequency. Comparing with the
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corresponding results of Coppi et al'-^it can

be seen that w,Ain Eq. (3) replaces wA in

those works with the trapped particles ef-

fects taken into account. Furthermore, Eq.

( 2 ) contains, for the first time, the terms

due to bootstrap current and anomalous vis-

cosity.

The influence of the outer region can

be simplified as asymptotic boundary condi-

tion for the solution of eigenmode equations

in the transition layer,that is[2:!

J_4r
Z~dx

A J_
t x2 (4)

where £«> is a constant and A=AH + AK is the

driving factor determined by the unper-

turbed quantities of fluid and the energetic

particles in the core plasma. In Eq. (2) ,we

treat the dissipative terms as perturbed

terms. Then, using the perturbation tech-

nique, from Eqs. ( 2 ) ~ ( 4 ) , we can derive

the dispersion relation

le* 3 1 7 (5)

where,<oA,s = (Be/B)coA indicates the impor-

tance of trapped particle effects.

Using Eq. (5) ,we can discuss seperate-

ly the influence of trapped particles on the

instability in the case with or without ener-

getic particles. Without energetic particles ,

AK = 0,by keeping the first term and neglect-

ing all dissipative terms on the right-hand

side of Eq. (5),we obtain the stability crite-

rion for ideal internal kink mode



. H ^ / 2 (6)

where, 7N,MHD = (BD/B^YMHD. It can be seen

form Eq. (6) that comparing with the stabil-

ity condition / M H D ^ ^ / 2 obtained from the

MHD model,the stabilizing role of ion dia-

magnetic drift is enhanced substantially

when the trapped particle effect is taken in-

to account. This suggests alternative saw-

tooth crash mechanism related with plasma

response properties. Owing to the shoulder

profile shape of q at r — rx, the magnetic

shear s is very small (shown in Fig. l) [3],and

the transition layer is quite wide. In this

case, the plarria response in the transition

layer is determined by the trapped particle

effect, and permit more energy deposit in

core plasma. When the shoulder of q profile

is narrow,or s increases,the transition layer

becomes more narrow than the ion banana

width . At this moment,the trapped particle

effects could be neglected, and the stability

condition /MHD^WJ/2 will replace /N.MHD5^

oij/2. Then,the internal kink instability may

occur and finally lead to sawtooth crash.

1 -

In the core plasma with energetic parti-

cles, VAKT^O. From Eq. (5),omitting various

dissipative effects and focusing on the

trapped particle effects, we can derive the

following marginal stability equations

(7)

(8)VMHD + = 0

1 3/2

w h e r e 7N,MHD=

Eqs. (7) and (8) are nearly the same as the

corresponding results in Ref. 2,but /vimand

/?pn,e now are exchanged for /N.Mnrand /?p*,».

Accordingly, the shape of the marginal sta-

bility curve in the ( /N.MHD, /?pa,e) plane

shown in Fig. 2 is similar to the results

shown in Ref. [2 ] . However,as we know,

and

0.5
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0.3

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

«i= 0.05

/ \

yS
• y S

S stable

i i i i

o. 1 0-2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 2 Marginal stability curve in the

Fig. 1 The curve of safety factor q(r)
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^lO. This means the stable region is

substantially enlarged owing to the trapped

particle effects.
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3. 7 Numerical Simulation Research of High
Current Negative Ion Beam System®

WANGHuisan JIAN Guangde

Key words High current negative ion bem system

Numerical simulation

In order to assist design of high energy

and high power neutral beam injector re-

quired for next generation fusion deviceCl],

we establish the physics model and comput-

er code for negative ion beam system nu-

merical simulation according to the charac-

teristic of high current negative ion beam

system in a negative ion-neutral beam injec-

tor. In comparison with the physics model

for positive ion beam system numerical sim-

ulation, the model contains more physics

processes,such as,role of magnetic field for

deflecting the electrons with negative ions,

plasma electrons diffusion crossing over

plasma sheath, movement of the negative

ions and electrons under joint effects of the

electromagnetic field, the effect of relative

plasma parameters on particle's initial emis-

sion, the effect of baem space charge and

negative ion stripping loss on the beam op-

tics, etc. In the numerical simulation re-

search, system's geometry and electromag-

netic field configuration is primarily opti-

mized; the effect of negative ion beam den-

sity and its stripping loss on the beam optics

are simulated? the effect of final electrode's

aperture displacement on the baem trajecto-

ry is also simulated,etc. The main numerical

simulation results are induced as follows

Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (19685006-02)
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(1) In a negative ion system, perma-

nent magnets are inserted in the extraction

electrode to deflect the electrons with the

negative ions at lower energy. By means of

calculation comparison,the selected magnet-

ic field configuration can efficiently deflect

the electrons to extraction electrode as elec-

tron acceptor,and the effect of the magnetic

field configuration on the negative ions is

reduced as far as possible. The magnetiza-

tion direction of the magnets is parallel to

system' s axis, the magnetic field near en-

trance and exit of extraction electrode aper-

ture is reversal. For a large extracting grid

with many apertures, the magnetic field in

adjacent rows of the grid apertures is rever-

sal, too.

(2) In a negative ion beam system,the

negative ions are extracted at lower energy,

then are accelerated to higher energy by

stages. The 300 kV negative ion beam sys-

100

0.5
4.0

Fig. 1 85 % beamlets divergence 6 and rj

beamlets ratio with <C1 deg divergence vs elec-

tric field strength ratio £«,/E,2 between both ac-

celeration gaps, U1 = — 300 kV, U2 = U3 = — 291

kV,Ui is changed from -186 kV to — 220 kV,

t/s = 0 k V , J H - = / . = 21 mA • cm"2

tem investigated here consists of a plasma

electrode,an extraction electrode,a suppres-

sion electrode,an acceleration electrode and

a ground electrode. Each of electrode poten-

tial is represented by Ux, U2, U3, UA, U$,

repectively. Negative ion beam and electron

beam density are represented by JH" and Jc,

respectively. The numerical simulation

demonstrates that the change in extraction

electric field strength and relative electrode

lens effect generated by change in the elec-

trode potential play an important role in the

beam optics. Fig. 1 shows the effect of elec-

tric field strength ratio between acceleration

gaps on the beam optics characteristic.

(3) Negative ion stripping loss resulted

from collision between the negative ion and

neutral gas particle remained in the system

makes the beam optics change during nega-

tive ion transport process. Numerical simu-

lation shows that in the system investigated

by us, assuming that the stripping loss is

10% extraction region,the RMS divergence

of all beamlets is increased by about 20%.

(4) The final electrode aperture displa-

cement can be used to compensate the effect

of magnetic field on negative ion beam tra-

jectory and converge large area beam. The

aperture displacement makes exit beam de-

fection, and makes the beam divergence

change.

(5) Because the negative ion tempera-

ture is lower (<Cor = 0. 2 eV) in "volume"

negative ion source, its effect on the beam

optics is weaker.

(6) There is an optimum beam density
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that makes the beam optics characteristic

better.

(7) The beam optics characteristic is

sensitive to the plasma electrode aperture

geometry'-2-'.

(8) Numerical simulation primary opti-

mum results for the 300 kV, 5 electrodes

negative ion beam system are assuming 20%

negative ion beam stripping loss and 21 mA

• cm"2 beam density ,the RMS divergence

of all output beamlets and 85% beamlets di-

vergence are 0. 327 deg»and 0. 460 deg» re-

spectively.

0.850
V, U2

0.425 -

0.000 -

-0.425 -

-0.850
3.5 6.5 9.5 12.5

//cm
15.5 18.5 21.5

Fig. 2 The beam 2-D trajectory in the primary optimum 300 kV,5 electrodes negative ion beam sys-

tem , t / , = - 3 0 0 k V , t / 2 = - 2 8 9 kV,t/3 = - 2 8 3 kV,£/4 = - 1 6 0 kV,C/5 = 0 kV,J H -= . / e = 21 mA • cm'2
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3. 8 Simulation and Confinement Study of
Optimized Reversed Magnetic Shear

Operation in the HL-2A Tokamak

GAOQingdi R.V.Budny® ZHANG Jinhua PENG Xiaodong

JIAO Yiming LI Fangzhu XIAO Chengxin QU Hongpeng

YAN Jtancheng DENG Xiwen

Key words Reversed magnetic shear LHCD

ITG modes

The HL-2A Tokamak CR=1. 64 m,a =

0. 4 m,BT = 2. 8 T,7p = 0. 48 MA) is being

constructed based upon the ASDEX load as-

sembly which was transferred from IPP,

Garching to SWTP,Chengdu in 1996. One of

the HL-2A objectives is to study enhanced

core plasma confinement by profile control.

Recent experimental and theoretical work

on Tokamaks has revealed many favourable

properties of plasma configurations with re-

versed magnetic shear (RS). In this paper,

we present the predictive simulation of RS

plasma produced by using NBI heating and

LHW off-axis current drive in HL-2A,and

investigation on the confinement properties

of RS plasmas.

The time dependent TRANSP code is

used to simulate the RS operations in the

HL-2A Tokamak. In simulations the heat

diffusivity models are assumed in terms of

the TFTR experiment results • and the am-

I
CN0002849

plitudes are modified according to the spe-

cific scenario of the HL-2A discharges so as

to match the global energy confinement

time. Zeu is generally assumed in the range

observed in the current experiments: 1. 8 —

2. 2. For the plasma density evolution .both

peaked and flattened profiles are chosen

with the temporal evolution of line averaged

density following the specific experiment

wave-forms. RS plasmas develop internal

transport barrier that produces enhanced

central confinement leading to peaked pres-

sure profile'-1-'. In the first case, 2. 5 MW

neutral beam injects into a target plasma

with gradually peaking density profile (ne

(0)/<ne> = l . 7 ~ 3 . 4). As the plasma /? ris-

ing, RS configuration is formed with the

minimum q(qm;n)evolving from <7min>3. 0 to

9min<2. 0 and qmin being localized at rn>:,,/a«s

0. 3. The parameters of a typical RS configu-

ration at f=\. 08 s are as follows-the plas-

ma current 7P = 0. 26 MA with bootstrap

fraction /BS = 0. 32,the central safty factor

go = 4. 02 with qmm = 3. 02 and q* = 5. 81 .the

® Permanent address s Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,Princeton University,Princeton,NJ08543,
USA
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poloidal /? and normalized /? are, respective-

ly, 1. 21 and 1. 45. The simulated RS dis-

charges have been analyzed with respect to

the ideal MHD instabilities by using the

ERATO (SWIP) code. In the MHD analy-

sis , the pressure profiles and ^-profiles are

ta-ken from the TRANSP simulation, and

the magnetic geometries are recalculated us-

ing 99 flux grid points and 81 poloidal grid

points. For the configuration described

above, the low-n modes localized at the re-

gion around gmm of low field side are unsta-

ble. As qm-m evolving towards less than 2. 0,

the pressure profile is getting more peaking

and the growth rates for the localized low-n

modes are increasing. Since the pressure

profiles are excessively peaking[_p (0)/(p)

z^-5. 5],it is possible that the internal low-n

modes are pressure driven infernal modes.

To avoid excessive peaking pressure

profile,off-axis current drive with 0. 5~0. 8

MW LHW power at 2. 45 GHz is used to

control the current profile. The target plas-

ma is maintained by means of 1, 1 MW neu-

tral beam injected into an ohmic heating

plasma with modest peaking density profiles

[ « e ( 0 ) / < n . X 2 . 2]. The LHW power spec-

trum radiated by a mutijunction launcher (2

X 12) is calculated with Brambilla's cou-

pling theory. In the simulated discharges, it

turns out TCO<1. 08 keV with n e =2. 7X1019

m~3. In such conditions there is a large spec-

tral gap between the parallel LHW phase

velocity and the electron thermal velocity.

Whatever the spectral gap filling mechanism

is that the dispersion relation and toroidal

84

axix-symmetry impose an upshift factor to

the launched parallel refractive index (n ||0)

for each radial position. By matching the up-

shift factor required for LHW absorption

with specific Te and ne profiles, different

power deposition regions will occur by vary-

ing the launching spectrum. The LHCD sim-

ulation utilizes a toroidal ray-tracing calcu-

lation for the wave propagation,and a paral-

lel velocity Fokker-Planck calculation for

the interaction of the waves and particles[2].

The LHCD package is in conjunction with

the TRANSP code to get the driven current

in a dynamic case. The computed q profiles

(at t = l. 20 s)are shown in Fig. 1 for «uo =

1. 64,2. 48 ,3 . 34 and 4. 22, which corre-

sponds to phasing between wave-guides of

60°, 90°, 120° and 150° respectively. In the

RS discharges formed by off-axis LHCD,

the maintained plasma currents are higher

(<7,/,<4. 9) and the pressure profiles are

broadened with the shear reversal point

3 -

0.2 0.4 0.6 . 0.8 1.0

Fig. 1 ^-profiles for different LHW

launching spectrum at t=\. 20 s



moving outward (.rmm/a «s 0. 4) . The MHD

analysis for these RS configurations does

not yield internal modes*though benign ex-

ternal modes occur sometimes.

The drift-like instability driven by the

ion temperature gradient (ITG) is investi-

gated in the RS plasmas with sheared

toroidal rotation. As the ^-profile being a

non-monotonic function of r , i t is expanded

to the second order with respect to .r,the

distance to rmin. Linearizing the fluid equa-

tions describing the ITG mode,a new mode

equation is obtained with the "potential"

function including the second order deriva-

tive of q and plasma rotation shear on1-3-1.

Taking the fact that g'=»0 in the vicinity of

rmin into account,a cubic dispersion equation

is obtained and an additional mode branch is

found. By using WKB method, the mode e-

quation is solved numerically. It is shown

that the mode is unstable in the region of

moderate k"\\ , a parameter manifesting ,q"

effect. If the plasma rotation shear is in-

creased the unstable window in terms of k'\\

will become narrower, indicating that the

ITG mode is suppressed in RS plasmas with

sufficient rotation shear.
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4. 1 Time Evolutions for Plasma Relaxation
Parameters in SWIP-RFP Experiments®®

LIQiang LUO Cuiwen ZHANG Peng LI Jieping

YIPing ZHAOChanglin XUE Jun

Key words Reversed field pinch plasma Relax-

ation parameters Time evolution

The relaxation theory is the most suc-

cessful theory for the reversed field pinch

( RFP ) plasma research, many theoretical

predictions in this theory for RFP experi-

ments have been verified and the relaxation

theory has been widely accepted and

usedCl]. This theory predicted that the cur-

rent is always parallel to the magnetic field

in relaxed palsmas

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

J — /xBf/Uo

where B is the magnetic field,/ is the cur-

rent density>, fx is a constant determined by

plasma pinch factor 0. The subscript (p de-

notes the totoidal direction. When Eq. (1. 3)

is integrated over the plasma cross section,

Jp = (2)

where Jp is plasma current,^ is the toroidal

magnetic field flux. This equation means

that 0 is proportional to 7P. The values for

both 7P and 0 are compared with above 10

successive shots , in RFP experiment on

SWIP-RFP device. The values are listed in

Table 1. It shows that <2> is enhanced uilh /p

increase,but they are not fully proportion-

al.

® Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation (19375015) and Nuclear Industry Science
Foundation of China (Y'43203931701)

® A part of this report was presented at the 2nd China-Japan workshop on toroidal plasmas, 1999,
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Table 1 The values for It and 0 in the successive discharges

/p/kA

$/mWb

97

1.6

97

1.8

104

1.8

89

1.6

89

1.4

79

1.5

72

0.92

58

0.78

54

1.1

48

1.3

43

0.73

25

0.81

30

0.65

The relaxation theory uses two impor-

tant conjectures, the helicity conservation

and the minimum magnetic energy. The he-

licity K and the magnetic energy Um are de-

fined as

BdV = [ A • ( V X A)dV (3)
J V

2,«o
(4)

where V is the plasma volume, A the field

vector potential, r plasma minor radius, B9

and Be the toroidal and poloidal magnetic

field,respectively. For an experimental sys-

tem, a helicity injection component is added

to the system from the gaps and ports on

the shell and the vacuum chamber wall,then

the system total helicity Kt is defined as[2]

(5)

where ¥ is the poloidal magnetic flux

throuth the major torus. So,the time evolu-

tion for plasma relaxation parameters,K,K t

and Um can be calculated after a proper RFP

field profile description is found in the ex-

periment. A modified polynomial function

model (MPFM) [ 3 ] is used here,MPFM de-

termined the field as

(6.1)

o -3C)(r/a)2

o-2C)(r/a)4]

( (5.2)

where C = E 9 ( a ) /B /0 ) and ®O = [ ( 6 - 6 F ) /

( 3 - 2 F ) ] ° ' 5 , F is the reversal factor. The

ma-gnetic field described in MPEM firs the

experimental results well. The time evolu-

tions for plasma relaxation parameters, K,

Kt and Um are calculated with a personal

computer after a set of software is devel-

oped, the discharge waveforms and the cal-

culation results are shown in Fig. 1. The

time period for the calculation is also

marked with %"and ul2"on the original dis-

charge waveforms. The calculation results

indicate that Ki decreases,K and Um are en-

hanced with Ip increase. The calculation re-

sults mean that high totoidal voltage V?acti-

vates very large /p and adds too large helici-

ty into the system then the original heliciry

is over-compensated. The system spon-

tanecously relaxes towards Taylor's state
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Fig. 1 RFP discharge waveforms and relax-

ation parameter calculation results on SWIP-RFP

device

(a) the discharge waveforms) (b)the relaxation pa-

rameter calcultion results.

with violent fluctuations appearing on the

edge field. The conclusions drawn from the

value comparison results of Ip and 0 and the

relaxation parameter calculation results are

consistent. The RFP confinement can be im-

proved with reduced toroidal voltage.
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